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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

As a common practice, authors express their interests and 

philosophies through recurring themes and literary devices in their works. 

Alejandro casona is such an author, whom many contemporary scholars have 

chosen as a subject worthy or numerous arttcles an<S dissertations, notJ.ng hiS 

affinity for the themes of fantasy versus reality, the devil, death, and the 

inclUSion of regional elements and religious symbolism in his ~itings. He 

has been named along ~th Lorca as one of the two playwrights able to 

elevat. tlle quality of Spain's twentieth century dramatic pro<SuctJ.on (Juan 

Chab&s, preface to Altjandro casona>. As a member of the Generation of '27, 

he has been stylistically compared to members of the Generation of '98 

(espedally Unamuno), and has been called the grandson of '98. This thesis 

combines evidence of spiritual allusions in Casona's works, his personal 

regionalism, the theme of fantasy versus reality and the universal symbols 

of trees an<S wawr to fashion a previously unrealiZed connection among 

these prevalent motifs showing suicide as a potentially beneficial act. or 

cont.mplation. 

In • Alejandro casona and Suidde, .. Charles H. Leighton discusses 

casona's obvious fascination Wltll suicide, comparing casona's beliefs Wltll 

Freudian theories regarding self-destruction. aorlle 'instinct theory' which 
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Freud formulated was dualistic, dtt«ministic, and pessimisti~(436). 

C8sona's works are dualistic, fatalistic to an extent, but also optimistic. 

Dualism for botll philosophers involves tlle juxtaposition of complementary 

opposites such as life and deatll or reality and fantasy. casona shows tllat 

the experience of being close to death can illuminate the true value of life 

and a state of fantasy can show the benefits of dealing with reality. Freud's 

•instinct theory- claims tllat people are products of tlletr environment and 

heredity, unable to escape tlle outcome of tlleir creation, a tlleory which 

leads to a pessimistic ending. casona employs fate to bring his characters to 

a choice between deatll or rebirtll tllrough tlle contemplation of suicide 

Which may give tllem tlle ability to rise above their fate. This decision 

generally brings an optimistic ending and spotlights casona's affinity for 

potential suicide as the beginning to a positive end. 

J. Rodriguez Richart states in Vida y t.eatro de Alejandro CUona tllat 

there are tllrH elements tllat distinguish C8sona's most representative 

works: inclusion of a spiritual message, casona's external and int«nal 

personal world, and fantasy versus reality (39-40). Leighton, Bernal 

Labrada, castellano and many other scholars of Spanish literature have 

commented on C8sona's use of archetypal symbols such as trHS and wat«. 

These two motifs constitute a fourtll element that is predominant in his most 

representative works. This thesis proposes to establiSh a unification of the 

motifs described by Rodriguez Richart and the archetypal images mentioned 
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wbertt>y casona displays his most common themes. The primary focus is on 

spiritual insight, regional settings of Spain and the beliefs he formed from 

experiences, the ongoing dichotomy between fantasy and reality and the 

deep symbolism associated with trees and water, plus one theme that has 

not been widely recognize<1: the theme of suicide. Each of these points wt11 

bt considered in the following six dramas: La sirena yara<Sa. Prohibido 

SU!d<Sarst tn prtmayera. La <Jama <Sel alba. La barca Sin pesca<1or. L2i 

6rbo1es mueren de pit. and Sittt ifitos en tl mar. This thesis will 

investigate the hypothesis that for the characters of Alejandro casona, 

suicide or the contemplation of it may result in a reevaluation of lite which 

leads tllrough a cleansing process to a new beginning in lift. 

CUona's religious stance is opposed to the traditional catholic dogma 

of Spain inasmuch as, theologically, suicide is a deadly sin from which one 

cannot repent, but the sufferings associated with potential suicide cleanse 

and purity his characters, allowing them to be reborn. According to 

Chapman in Cred<>: A catholic cattchism. the thrtt stages of sin in the 

catholic religion are: contemplation of sin or the mental rebellion; tlle 

decision to commit the act; and the completion of the act. 

Many of casona's characters reach the stage of attempting suicide, but 

they are not successful. They are halted by some divine force. The attempt 

in itself iS forbidden by traditional catholic dogma. casona~s o'W'Il religious 

philosophy rtittrated by many of his literary mouthpieces accepts the 
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catholic belief that those who confess their sins before death \~~ill find 

redemption. 

casona, born in Besullo, a Protestant to~ in catholic Spain, presents 

characters who reach such a low point in life that they do not want to 

conttnue living. casona sho1NS SUicide In a beneficial light In proving through 

these personages that life, even at its nadir, does have value. Suicide is the 

only stimUlus In these cases to motivate the characters' living and improving 

their lives. Those who consider suicide as a solution to painfUl or seemingly 

Insoluble problems are those Who, after coming close to death, appreciate life 

the most. They are the ones who find their highest level of fUlfillment; that 

for Which they were always searching. Those who are totally unsatisfied 

find total satisfaction after their contemplations of suicide. 

Leighton also sho1NS C!sona's opposition towards catholic ideology, 

that his psychology 'is thus essentially one of sin and purification ... • 

('Alejandro casona and Suicide. 442). Leighton does not argue that 

catholicism dots not also treat sin and purification, but it is clear that 

SUicide, the most deplorable Sin in catholicism, is seen as a potenttally 

advantageous contemplation in <:asona's works. casona was not known to be 

a particUlarly religious man, but he knew that his audience expected 

religious elements and coUld understand allusion to spiritual teachings. His 

characters go through disorder and chaos to find order. casona believed that 

lift was irreplaceable and used the juxtaposition with imminent death to 
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show the value ot lite. ·casona is opposed to suicidt.(Ltighton 441). He 

believed that life must include love. casona's personal sense of religion 

appears to be one through Which many characters are reformed only With 

love. It is only When threatened With death that some of his characters find 

love as their reason to live. He lets destiny lead his characters to suicide 

only in order for them to be redeemed. Only in one casona drama does a 

character actually realiZt the act ot SUidde, albeit that is questionable. 

casona exhibits a spiritualism based on nature and the natural 

sequence of time. His characters begin the plays in What may symbolically 

be termed the autumn of their lives, in a state of rapid deterioration 

approaching death symboliZed by Winter. This Wintry demiSe tor many ot 

casona's characters is merely a symbolic death, the death of their former 

self. As in nature, they are regenerated in the springtime. casona leaves the 

audience to create the symbolic summer tor his characters by ending his 

works in a spring -like paradise for those characters Who have discovered 

love. 

A historical influence, Which possibly affected Casona's treatment ot 

religion and his own personal feelings toward his country, was the success of 

Francisco Franco, the fascist general Who vowed to reinstill traditional 

catholic values in the country during the early stages of the Civil War. 

casona was not noted as a political activist, and any militant purpose seen in 

the work was possibly coincidental, but the opening of Nuestra Natacha 
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made casona kno\\111 as a republican and demonstrated his opposition to 

governmental and religious traditionalism. Natacha was considered to be a 

progressive symbol, and casona's association ~tll tlleortes or progressive 

education made him anathema to traditionalists. Casona fled Spain in order 

to escape politJcal reprisal and his nostalgia produced works replete ~tll 

remembrances ot his native land. 

casona opens himself to tlle reader and reveals his external world to 

the public through philosophies and fond memories of scenes from Asturias 

in his works. ·{c}onocer a1 paisaje es cast conocer a1 hombre,· says tlle devil 

in La barca sin pescador (65). Casona's childhood was spent in contact witll 

tlle nature, atmosphere, landscape, and customs or Asturias, and he 

developed a love for the countryside that lasted throughout his life. Because 

ot his regionalistic 'WTitings and tlle aesthetic images from Asturias that he 

employed, casona became known as the •asturiano universal• (Plans 61 ). 

Alejandro Rodriguez Alvarez, born on March 2 3, 1903, took the 

pseudonym Alejandro Casona. The use or this name constitutes one of his 

first literary allusions to Asturias. The name originated in the village or 

Besullo where he was born and raised. The townspeople referred to his 

large family home as •1a easona· because it was unusual in the area. casona 

comments: 

La casa <Sonde nad y me erie ... es una vieja mansi6n solariega, la 
mas grande de 1a aldea y que a11i denominan ·casona: En las 
pequeiias aldeas, donde generalmente la mayorfa de los vednos 
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son parientts o titntn apellidos semtjantts, se suele distinguirlos 
por ellugar donde restden. •tos de Ia fuente,• •tos del valle,· .. 
. CPlans 34) 

He incorporates tllis external world into his literary world by ustng images 

from Asturias to recreate the memories of his youth: the Pyrenees 

mountains, the cantabrian sea, the green landscape covered with trees, the 

customs and the people that embody Asturias: 

Varias obras de Casona tienen por marco un ambiente rural, en 
contacto directo con 1a naturaleza. Y a(m aquellas que se 
desenvuelven en esteras urt>anas, stempre contienen evocaciones o 
reminiscencias del campo, las montaiias, los arboles y los rfos ... 
<Bernal Labrada 19) 

Although casona uses many descriptions or scenery, hiS trees also constitute 

symbols such as the tree of life or the tree of knowledge. Water is another 

such symbol to Which casona has given great importance. Rivers and lakes 

acquire magical cleansing qualities in his works. He also creates 

personalities who embody his idea of the typical Asturian. He creates an 

ideal woman who is hard-working and loyal. casona generally holds women 

in high regard, and frequently females who begin the story helplessly will 

finish triumphantly; many become the protagonist's inspiration. Also related 

to his belief that life must include love are the couples saved by their love 

for each other. The playwright reveals his inner thoughts by weaving them 

into his writings, sometimes almost becoming one of his own characters, and 
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including his own interests, such as his delicious attraction for and fear of 

death as documented in the article "Alejandro casona and SUidde·: 

Cierto que me ha tentado stempre el problema del SUiddiO, no se 
por que. Lope deda que "la vida es un colortdo espectaculo a 
orillas de la muerte.• creo que lo verdaderamente tentador para 
mf es la idea poetica y amorosa de la Muerte, segUn nuestro seneca 
.•. Se me ha observado tambien la indinad6n a "la muerte en el 
agua: Recuerdo que la escena que mas impreston6 mi infanda (a 
los cuatro alios) rue una Sirvienta de mi casa "ahogada," y devuelta 
ala vida despues de mas de una hora de respirad6n artifidal. 
Dtspues me deda que habfa estado ana ... y que era maravilloso. 
To pensaba en eso con un miedo deltdoso. (Leighton 443) 

This Shows casona's tasdnation tor "el mas ana· and the autobiographical 

origin for water's use as his symbol of rebirth. Those characters Who 

attempt to end it all by throwing themselves into some body of water begin 

inst&ad to see light, to see some meaning in life. 

His enthuSiasm tor the supernatural is linked directly With that of 

Asturias: •segUn tengo entendido, pas6 en Besullo, pero Asturias es tierra de 

misterto, de leyenda. T nada mejor que esto para adentrarnos en el mundo 

de casona que es tambien de leyenda, de poesfa y de misterto• (Plans 34). 

The theme or fantasy versus reality is a popular one in casona's -work 

beQluse he believed that one had to confront the realities of life however 

harsh they may be, and that wtth love, these realities could be endured. He 

shows that escape into the fantasy -world only clarifies the truth one must 

face. Leighton comments in "Alejandro casona as Bssaytst: The Message 

Finds Its Medium• concerning La sirena varada and Los arboles mueren de 
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~that •u1uston is justifiable insofar as it leads to truth of some sort-4ven 

artistic truth-and reprehensible insofar as it leads to evasion of 

responstbilittw (99). 

While Leighton only refers to these two works, this statement can be 

applied to many other works of casona including the other four currently 

being discussed. Gurza states, •Los dramas de casona ... generalmente 

comienzan en una atm6sfera de fantasia, de 11ust6n ode realidad, para 

termtnar en una nota positJva y optimista, en un plano que tiene sus raices 

bien arraigadas en el mundo de 1a realidad• ( 11 ). 

Another coinciding view belongs to James R. Stamm, who ~ites tllat 

casona~s continUing argument is •tllat we must race up to life in Whatever 

harsh r.ality it may present itself in order to make a livable adjustment. In 

learning that there is no escape into delUSion or fantasy~ we also learn that 

the truth is bearable, and we find the fortitude to come to grips with i~ 

(225). All of casona's characters live fulfilled lives after having come to 

terms with r.ality. 

As noted above, casona uses primordial images as underlying tllemes 

to express his meaning. Water and trees are definitely •archaic remnan~ 

that give special significance to the main characters' philosophies. cart Jung 

comments on the power of these images: ~e man who speaks with 

primordial images speaks 1N!tll a thousand tongues ... He transmutes personal 

destiny into the destiny of mankind .. : (246). According to Cirlot, the tree is 
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also a religious symbol evoking the cross. The symbols of the tree and water 

abound in all of casona's works containing suicide or the contemplation 

thereof. Bernal Labrada comments on the universality of the imagery of the 

tree: 

m lrbol, ya como sfmbolo o como elemento ritual se encuentra en 
las mas diversas religiones primittvas, en el folklore de to<1os los 
pafses, en las tradiciones populares, en 1a leyenda y en el am de 
todos los pueblos y en 1a mfstica arcaica ha llegado inclusive a tener 
categorfa sobrenatural. Encontramos asf, el Arbol C6smico, que 
abarcaba el mundo bajo su copa, el Arbol de la vida, sfmbolo de la 
lnmortalidad, el Arbol de la Cienda, que transmitla el conoctmiento 
del bien y del mal, el clastco Arbol de Dodona, oraculo vegetal, el 
Arbol del Mayo, sfmbolo de nueva vida en el folklore europeo y 
tambitn el Arbol de 1a Ubertad, naddo de las ideas liberates de 1a 
revolud6n francesa. (35) 

Casona gave the affectionate term ·La ca.staftalona• (Bernal Labrada 

37) to the chestnut tree that stood near his home in Besullo. Now it can be 

seen not only in his theatre, but in his essays, articles, and in conferences. 

The tree is part of an underlying pattern of connected symbols in all his 

works. In primitive societies ot Australia, Africa, and North America, the 

climbing of the tree is an archetypal motif that evidently shows the 

symbolism of ascenSion and regeneration (Bernat Labrada 40). casona also 

equates the tree and the symbol of the tree with the ascension and 

regeneration of man. 

At times the tree illustrates the essence of living and carrying oneself 

erect and tall. Many of casona's characters exclaim that they have faced 
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situations •de pte• as a tree. The repeated use of this expression suggests 

that there is a relationship between humans and plants. Ernst cassirer 

explains this relation as something rooted in primitive man: 

Thus it is not a merely mediated and reflected expression of his 
O\W being that man finds in tlle plant world, particutar1y in 
sprouting and growth, in passing away and decay; in it he 
apprehends himself immediately and with full certainty; in it he 
experiences his own destiny. (7) 

Another work with a strong catholic influence that illustrates common 

religious beliefs and may be connected with casona's writings tllrough the 

use of trees is Dante's DiVine Comedy. In the •Interno,• those who commit 

suicide sutter the most cruel punishment. Dante presents nine circles of hell 

with each becoming worse. In the ninth circle appear the souls of suicide 

victims in the forms of trees. They transform from time to time into human 

form only to be chased by wolves, torn into pieces, and restored as trees that 

bleed sap. casona's use of trees is qUite the opposite, appearing to allude to 

the tree of lite in most cases. Trees are often represented in his works 

showtng that Ute continues after death. The image of the tree, standing 

erect even after death, symbolizes people who leave a contribution to the 

wor1<1, an<1 tllus uve rorever tllrough tt. 

Water has many connotations, many of which relate to spirituality. In 

many different countries with constrasting customs and religious beliefs, 

water is nonetheless regarded qUite similarly. According to Cirlot, it is seen 

as the gtver or all lite by the Chinese, as tlle most maternal presence by the 
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Vedas and as the preserver ot lite in India. In the Christian tradition, water 

brings new lite through baptism. In Buddhism, tlle mountain lake ~ 

kno1N!l as ·tlle patll of redemption· (347). ~y analogy, water stands as a 

mediator between life and deatll, ~tll a two-way positive and negative flow 

of creation and destruction. The Charon and Ophelia myths symbolize tlle 

last voyage. Death v.~as the first mariner- (Cirlot 346). Water is a universal 

symbol that speaks to us all regarding our origin, our eXistence between life 

and death. casona ooneeived of water as a powerful image from our 

primitive beginnings at the same time that he associated it With life and 

death and ~th specific bodies of water near his home. Through his use of 

water, casona shows his nostalgia for the scenery of his home and his beliefs 

of water's purifying qualities. Water is C!sona's symbol of rebirth in accord 

wttll biblical symbolism and his own childhood experience ~tll·ta muerte 

en el agua.• Many of his characters throw themselves suicidally into a body 

of water only to be healed by its magical qualities. 

The most representative works of casona include to a lesser or greater 

extent tlle moWs of spiritual references, regional elements, fantasy versus 

reality, the symbolism of trees and water, and suicide. The tlleme of suicide 

is included in many ot casona's works altllough it has been recognized as a 

characteristic theme in his most representative works. 
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CHAPTER II 

LA SIRENA V ARADA 

In La sirena vara<la. Ricardo, tlle protagonist, who builds a world of 

fantasy, is accompanied by a blind painter named Daniel, a ghost, and 

Pedrote, his faithfUl servant. While Ricardo is expecting Samy, an alcoholic 

drcus clown, to take hiS place as president of Ricardo"s soctety against 

common sense, Sirena arrives. Ricardo had saved her from drowning years 

earlier, and now she is in love witll him. She is the daughter of Samy, tlle 

clown, and has worked 'ft'itll the drcus. Sirena offers herself to Ricardo, and 

familiarly calls him -nick,· but he does not remember her. He only 

remembers Samy speaking of his daughter who had allegedly died. Ricardo 

soon gro~ very fond of Sirena as she epitomizes the idea of fantasy and he 

wants to escape reality. What he does not realize is that she has become 

crazy as a result of abuse from Pipo, the drcus manager. Samy arrives, 

assures Ricardo that Sirena is his daughter, and informs him that she is 

crazy. Don Florfn, a physician, the character Who most represents the ideals 

of the real world, advises Ricardo that Sirena should be cured of her 

madness and tllat love needs tlle trutll. Sirena recovers her former identity 

as Maria and tells Ricardo she is pregnant When he suggests that they 

commit sutdde together, Maria 'Wa!lts instead to live in the world of reality 

because of her child. The child coUld be Pipo's since he took advantage of 
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her psychosis, but Ricardo ultimately decides to live and bear the truth 

however painful because ot his love tor her. Sirena's suicide attempt 

changes her lite. Ricardo saves her; therefore, he becomes a savior figure to 

her, and she has tlle will to live now that she loves him. 

Sirena actually attempts SUiCide twice: tlle first is by means ot a 

physical death, and the second is a symbolic suicide by psychological means; 

she assumes a fantasy identity. Sirena's physical attempt at suicide was by 

drowning. With this attempt, she achieved the second stage of sin, but 

instead ot dying, she was rescued by Ricardo. Her second attempt to escape 

from a lite that is painful because of past abuse involves her transition into a 

mermaid and subsequently transforming Ricardo, her savior, into her lover. 

Her physical suicide represents the turning point in her lite. By 

tllrowtng herself into tlle sea, Sirena is unexpectedly able to set herself on 

the path to recovery. She creates a bond with Ricardo, and forms a love that 

transcends and heals her madness. Her bond with him is tlle only thing tllat 

in the end saves them both from death. The irony of the situation inheres in 

the fact that Sirena, an indiVidual Who seemed so ~ and Who had cared 

so little tor lite, acquires the strength necessary for another to be saved. 

Because each of the two personages save the lite of the other, both Ricardo 

and Sirena (when she again becomes Maria) play the part ot savior. 

More religious symbolism is sho\Yl'l tl'lrough tlle use of colors. For 

emmple., Sirena says, •me gustaria mas azul/' (30) in reference to Ricardo"s 
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blade. house. In addition to being associated With art and With happiness, 

blue was the color that the Virgin Mary was usually wearing in paintings. It 

is also aSSOdated With purity and, through the Virgin Mother, With the Hfe

giVing maternal role. Black is associated With death; therefore, Sirena 

means that she chooses life and purification over death. Also this referenee 

brings to mind her real name: Maria, Which simultaneously refers to the 

Virgin Mary. Her dilld, Who constitutes her reason to return to sanity or 

reality, has oome from undetermined ooneeption as she now takes the name, 

Maria, symbolizing both her essentialtnnocenee and maternity. She has 

been reborn, is virginal in a spiritual sense, and yet, at the same time is 

pregnant. 

The symbolic associations of the name, Sirena, quite the opposite, 

evoke the concept of temptresses that lure men to their deaths. Sirens were 

beings only half human and half fish or serpent. Also, the siren image comes 

from Greek mythology, viewed by cat:holicism as a pagan religion. A siren, 

according to Cirlot, could •t>e symbolic of the corrupt imagination enticed 

towards base ends or towards the primitive strata of life; or of the torment 

of desire leading to self-destruction• (283-4). Acting as if she were a 

mythical siren, Sirena does entice Ricardo to his deat:h in a spiritual sense, 

prompting his suggestion of t:heir joint suicide, but as Marfa, she helps him 

find the path to redemption. Spiritually he becomes a new man able to face 

t:he t.rut:h. 
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The new life within Sirena has changed her to a realistic Marfa and 

also made her desire to live in the mountains among symbolically redeeming 

trees instead or near tlle sea. Her change reflects casona's vtew or nature as 

healing the human spirit. The child represents sprtnts regeneration witJlin 

her. Trees, generally assoctated Wltlllife and the uplift or mountains, are 

equated •wtth inner loftiness of spirit" (Cirlot 208), whereas the sea is often 

associated Wltll death. 

La sirtna yarada incorporates many of Casona's personal associations. 

The action takes place in a large house wc.e casona's childhood home. Ricardo 

and Daniel will not accept reality and confronting it is a major tenet of 

Casona's philosophy. Ricardo denies the desirability of life in a normal 

society by building an alternative fantasy world. Daniel refuses to face the 

truth of his blindness. By contrast, Don Florfn epitomizes reality, attempting 

to bring everyone to their senses. 

Asturias is a very superstitious part or Spain. casona sho~ how 

regional beliefs have touched his imagination by his use of the ghost The 

ghost states, "Yo me llamo don Joaquin, y les juro a ustedes que soy incapaz 

de matar a una moeca• (Plans 25). When asked if there was a 'Witch in his 

Village as a chlld, casona replled, ~ derto. Todos la seiialaban cuando 

pasaba. Sabia de curadones con hierbas y cosas por el estilo. Mas que miedo 

se la tenia respeto. Los niftos la querfamos y los mayores le ttraban piedras· 

(Plans 53). Sirena's childlike ways and kindness toward Joaquin may evoke 
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this childhood memory. Ricardo teases the ghost and tells him he is 

Napoleon. Don Joaquin brings Sirena flowers and is ecstatic simply because 

she treats him like anyone else and calls him by his name. 

Reality is hard for Ricardo to accept: He loves Maria, but since she is 

carrying a child that is most likely not his, he suggests euphemiStically that 

they go to their house in the deptlls of the sea. She answers, •1 No! Ya 

estuve una vez . . . Es un abismo amargo. Y ahora . . . (Cruza los brazos 

sobre el vientre y esta11a en sollozos). I Hijo mfo 1• (86) As Maria, she 

decides to live in the mountains surrounded by trees far away from the sea. 

casona has a tendency to create hard-working, maternal women who 

not only overcome their O\AIIl miSfortunes but also redeem their male 

counterparts tllrough love. This illustrates CUona's fundamental respect for 

women as well as his belief that life is not complete Without love. None of 

casona's representative -works -would be complete without love and a happy 

ending. casona shol,a/S his high esteem of -women through his portrayal of the 

seemingly helpless female who finds her strength and emerges from her 

plight as a strong individual. This is the case of Sirena. In the end, it is 

Sirena as Maria wbo saves Ricardo. The contribution of -women as a stimulus 

promoting salvation is a common motif that exists in the majority of his 

-works. 

The impact that Pedro Calder6n de la Barca had on casona has been 

repeatedly mentioned. Casona read La vida es surio as a youtll between the 
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ages of ten and twelve and it greatly influenced him. He identified himself 

~tll tlle character Segismundo. 

Me entustasm6 calder6n de 1a :Barca por su forma de narrar tan 
grandUocuente, tan subyugante. Yo vefa, imaginando, pasar aquel 
prfndpe encadenado por un valle sombrfo. creo que era uno de los 
valles de Besullo. Me senti prfncipe encadenado y softe con lo que a 
el habfa ocurrido. Sabfa de memoria algunos poemas de Ia obra. 
Hasta entonces me pasaba el tiempo leyendo a Salgari y autores del 
mismo estilo. Pero Calder6n me hizo tomar un nuevo concepto de 
las posibWdades llterarias. (Plans 60) 

In La strena yarada casona employs two characters Who serve as hiS 

mouthpieces and demonstrate his affinity for the theme of fantasy versus 

reality. Ricardo is used to portray the fantastic side of casona's work, While 

Don Plor£n becomes the opposing reality of the play. In Casona's plays, 

reality almost always conquers fantasy. 

Casona identifies with Ricardo just as he did with Segismundo in La. 

vt<Sa es sueflo. Ricardo rebels against his repressive father as did 

Segismundo by creating what Leighton desa'ibes in •casona, Matrism and La 

raz6n vital. as an ·anti-rational republi~ (38). Ricardo's strict, unnatural 

childhood without games or laughter ultimately caused him to rebel as an 

adUlt and become the rounder or a fantasy SOCiety. He creates an asylum ror 

orphans of common sense: 

I.e estoy hablando en serio. Encuentto que la vida es aburrida y 
estUpida por falta de imaginaci6n. Demasiada raz6n, demasiada 
disciplina en todo. Y he pensado que en cualqUier rinc6n hay 
media docena de hombres interesantes, con fantasia y sin sentido, 
que se estan pudriendo entre los demas. Pues bien: yo voy a 
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reunirlos en mi casa# libres y disparatados. A inventar una vida 
nueva# a soiiar imposibles. Y todos conmigo# en esta casa: un asilo 
para huerfanos de sentido oomim. ( 13) 

casona successfUlly employs the character of Don Florin in convindng 

the other characters to oome to terms with the real ~rld. Don Florin tells 

Daniel, the blind man wtlo conceals the truth of his blindness even from 

himself with a blindfold, ~entirle no; por dura que sea 1a verdad, hay que 

mirarta de trente. LMe oye, Daniel?; por dura que sea. De nada sirve 

vendarst los ojos" (69). 

In a sense, both Ricardo and Don Florfn illustrate a distinct Side of 

tasona's belief that ute must have a purpose. Leighton states that casona's 

philosophical ooncern in this play is • ... that Ute without reason is absurd, Sick, 

and derUiction of duty" (casona, Matrism and 'La raz6n vital 39). 

In an or casona's most representative works, he creates a Situation 

where fantasy and reality ooexlst dependently as shown by Ricardo and Don 

Florin. casona uses many devices to perpetuate the fantasy environment, 

but some rt(W'ring ones are dreams and name imagery, just as catder6n did 

in hiS masterpiece. Bven tllt description or the setting combines fantasy and 

reality. Act one opens in a large house with an air of a castle or convent but 

with modern furniture. ~los muros, ptnturas a mtdio hacer, de arte nuevo 

que enlaza con los primitivos. Disimuladas entre cactus,luces indirectas, 

verdes y rojas" (9). The contemporary furniture appeals to the pub1ies 
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sense of current reality, whereas a castle or convent \lr'lth its associated 

images Stirs one's romantic and fantastic perception of a far removed time. 

casona also immediately uses a contrast of colors, green and red, 

which are opposites not only on the color wheel but also in their symbolic 

meanings. According to Cirlot, red is associated \lr'lth: ·blood, wounds, death

throes and sublimation• (51). Green is associated \lr'lth vegetation, 

springtime, and new life, but is also related to death and lividness. 

Therefore, it is a countervailing symbol. Green is considered the connecting 

force between black, which is mineral life, and red, Which is blood and 

animal life. It is also a link •between animal life and discomposition and 

deatll. (51). With the contrasting elements of color in tlle stage scenery, the 

audience is immediately confronted by conflicting imagery which 

corresponds to the conflict of fantasy versus reality. Thus, casona uses the 

physical description of tlle stage to highlight tlle juxtaposition of fantasy and 

reality. 

In addition to the religious symbolism of the names Sirena and Marfa, 

tlle two serve to indicate at what times the character was living in the 

fantasy "WOrld and wben in that of rMllty. Sirena, a creature of myth, 

chooses the name temporarily to escape the trutll. Later, when Ricardo still 

refers to her as Sirena, she inquires •strena ... U>or que me llamas asi? Ufo 

te gusta mi nombre?" Ricardo answers, •Sf, es muy bonito: Maria"' (74). At 

this point, Maria dotS not remember her former self: Sirena. The exchange 
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<*nonstrates that Ricardo Wishes to stay in the fantasy realm While she has 

firmly decided to confront reality of her situation. 

The realistic and fantastic qualities are also transferred into the 

archetypal symbols of trees and water as they are sometimes equated With 

being human or possessing cleansing properties. In La strena varada. trees 

and water work together as complementary opposites: life and death. The 

Imaginary oak belongs to Ricardo's fantasy world. 

Florin: I Bravo; arreglado el mundol Tame gustaria ver c6mo se 
puede hacer una vida toda de fantasias. 
Ricardo: Muy sencillo ... para nostros. Para usted, imposible. Un 
ejemplo: L usted Vt est arbol que hay ahi? 
Florin: L D6nde? 
Ricardo: (Seftalando a1 centro de 1a escena). Ahf. 
Florin: Pero Ricardo ... 
Ricardo: Pues yo sf. Ah1 esta toda la diferenda. LTu loves, Daniel? 
Daniel: I Hermoso roble I 
Florin: (Resoplando). Tururil. (lr6nico otra vez). L Y esto es lo que 
has venido a hacer aqui, los grandes proyectos? Vamos, no seas 
niiio.(19) 

The oak embodies the legendary strength of tlle tree as a symbol in 

casona's work, ever present even if imagined. Bernal Labrada comments, 

~ arbol, creado por el podtr de la tmaginad6n, parece estar a11f 

representan<So Ia 1n1ctad6n de una nueva vtcsa· (39). 

The sea, Casona's regenerative baptismal symbol in tllis drama, calls to 

Sirena. It leads her to Ricardo, and to search !or him leaving the place o! her 

torment. Upon first finding Ricardo, Sirena says, ·;m mar 1 l.Por que tienes 

el mar tan lejos? No entrara nunca en casa; no negara hasta aqui. Veras, 
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maftana mismo la corremos un poCo hada ana. IQue entren a gritos el sol y el 

marl Y tendremos una terraza de atgas• (20) 

Sirena's allusions to being dose to the water and wantmg to live in the 

water correspond to her suiddal tendendes. Cirlot explains that returning to 

the sea can be equated wtth dying. At the end, tt is Sirena who chooses to 

live far from the waters surrounded by trees and mountains while Ricardo 

wants to return to the sea. Sirena convinces him to stay with her in life near 

the trees because of the clilld that she will bear. She had already tasted 

redemption, and chooses the countryside, meaning that she also chooses life. 

Therefore, the trees represent life and the sea signifies death, as well as 

potential rebirth. Once Sirena is reborn, she distances herself from the 

watery grave. 

Fantasy versus reality is the strongest motif in La Sirena yara<1a. casona 

employs Sirena's disturbed mental condition, Ricardo's soaety 'A'ithout 

reason, a ghost, and the fantastical connotations elicited by circus people to 

present the differing sides of fantasy and reality. 

casona's symbolism of trees and water is also a dominant theme in this 

play. They are used as contrasting elements 'Which depict both Sirena's 

(Maria's) and Ricardo's mental states to reflect their respective choices of life 

and/or death. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROHIBIOO SUICIDARSE EN PRIMA VERA 

Prohibido suicidarse en primavera occurs in a sanitarium founded by 

Dr. Ariel. Every conceivable method of carrying out their suicidal designs in 

ideal surroundings is offered to the patients. La Dama Triste, el Amante, and 

the doctor of philosophy all believe that they want to die, yet hesitate about 

actually committing the act. Hans, the doctor's apparently cold assistant, is 

described as having a mutilated soul caused by the great war. Alida's sad 

story is that she has been lonely all her lite and does not want to continue 

alone, but when she realizes that death is tlle ultimate solitude, she stays 

and acts as a nurse. Chole and Fernando, two young journalists who are in 

love, arrive tllere coincidentally, agree to help Dr. Roda, and he allows tllem 

to take notes for a story. Another character arrives who for much of his lite 

had been a doctor. He feels he deserves to die because he has killed his 

daughter Alicia, during his O'+Tn illness fearing the worst for her if he had 

died. He recovered unexpectedly. He meets the nurse, Alida, and begins to 

be cured as he reads to her as he did to his own daughter, Alicia. Cora Yalc.o, 

who is el Amante's fantasy lover, stops there briefly. He is given the chance 

to leave with her, but decides that he would rather live with his visions. La 

nama Triste falls in love with the professor of philosophy. Juan, Fernando's 

brother, suffers suicidal tendencies because Fernando has always 
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overshadowed him. He too is in love with Chole, his brother's sweetheart, 

Who throws herself into the lake because of the conflict she believes she has 

caused between the brothers, and juan saves her. She does not realize that 

juan has saved her. When she does, she offers her love to Juan, who finally 

is satisfied With a supreme triumph over his brother and recondles With 

him. juan finishes the story hand in hand with Alida. 

As the name or the play tmpl1es, the entire drama revolves around the 

theme of suicide. The stage set evokes suicide as well as life's pleasures, 

with a description of •et Hogar del Suicida,• set in the mountains with 

paintings of reproduced scenes of famous suicides: S6crates, aeopatra, 

seneca, and Larra. over an arch are the words or Santa Teresa carved into 

the stone: aven muerte tan escondida--que note sienta venir--porque el 

placer de morir--no me vuelva a dar 1a vtda• (93). These famous suicide 

victims and the words of Santa Teresa calling to Death seem to legitimize the 

act of suicide and beckon the patients to follow their example even as the 

spot's natural beauty embodies the joys of living. 

Dr. Ariel, the rounder of the institution and the teacher or Dr. Roda, 

opened the institution for those with suicidal thoughts be<:ause suicide was a 

strange fatality that ran in his own family. His father, grandfather, and 

great-grandfather all killed themselves in the prime of their lives. Dr. Ariel 

dedicated his life to the study of the biological and psychological causes of 

suicide. When he felt his time had come, he retreated to the institution, 
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changed his friends and diet, read poetry, took long walks, listened to 

Beetlloven, and died tllere naturally and happily at seventy years of age. His 

example seems to suggest that SUiCide is a •curable· disease and that he 

found the cure. 

J?rohibido SUici<Sarst en primavera contains several characters Who 

claim tb.at tlley want to commit suicide. They philosophize about the beauty 

of death, but cannot achieve kUling themselves. La Dama Trtste states, ·1Ah, 

morir es b.ermoso, pero matarse ... r (96). Tb.e professor throws himself into 

the lake only to swtm away. E1 Amante believes he wants to die because of 

unrequited love. Alicia comes to die, but stays to help after finding she is 

needed. The doctor believes he must die as punishment for the mercy 

killing that he committed against his own daughter. Juan attempts to shoot 

himself in despair and frustration. Chole, the character With everything to 

live for, attemps to kill herself by drowning, even tllougb. earlier she is tlle 

one Who questions Why suicide is so often the •solution• of those for Whom 

life seems to hold the most: 

L Por que se matan mas los triuntadores que los fracasados? LPor 
que se matan mas los hombres en 1a juventud que en 1a vejez? t 
Por qu' se matan mu los enamorados que los que no han conoctdo 
amores? . . . L T por que se matan a1 amanecer mas que de noche, 
yen la primavera mu que en el invierno? (137) 

Dr. Roda answers that thiS may be difficult for a happy person to 

understand, but it is scientifically correct. Their dialogue suggests that pain 

is the reason behind suicide. When one is young and has tasted love and 
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triumph and is surrounded by roses~ the pain ot losing any ot these is much 

harder to bear. Their dialogue concerning tllese suicide statistics illustrates 

the paradox that the seemingly happiest individuals become the least 

appreciative ot lite and its greatest rewards unW tlley have come close to 

death. Orlly then do they reach their level ot fulfillment. 

Hans impatiently waits tor someone to die~ and he discusses "Witll tlle 

doctor that he does not believe any of the inhabitants of tlle institution Will 

actually commit suicide which he considers to be tlle function of tlle 

institution. When Dr. Roda asks him it tlle suicidal anama Triste• is being 

watched, Hans replies: 

Hans: LPara que? La he venido ot>servando estos dfas; ha 
viSitado todas nuestras instalaciones: ellago de los ahogados~ el 
bosque de suspensiones~ la sala de gas perfumado. . . Todo le 
parece excelente en principio, pero no acaba de deddirse por 
nada. S6lo le gusta llorar. 

Doctor: Dejela. Elllanto es tan saludable como el sudor~ y 
mas poetico. Hay que aplicarlo siempre que sea posible como Ia 
medidna antigua aplicaba la sangria. 

Hans: Pero es que igualle ocurre a1 profesor de Filosoffa. 
Ta se ha tirado tres veces allago, y las tres veces ha vuelto a sa1ir 
nadando. Per<16neme el doctor, pero creo que ninguno de 
nuestros huespedes hasta ahora tiene el prop<Ssito serio de morir. 
Temo que estemos tracasando. 

Doctor: Paciencia, Hans .. (95) 

Emphasizing aesthetic, artistic or romantic means of dying to entice el 

Amante, Hans offers him a special willow tree for lovers, a lake of legend, a 

branch of roses ~tll an asp, a tepid bath, and Socratic hemlock ~tll eager 
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antidpation that he will choose one soon. E1 Amante replies indifferently 

that any tree Will do. When Hans asks if there is a certain tree under ~dl 

he prefers to <11e, m Amante accuses him or being cold and hatefUl to be able 

to speak of death in sudl a way. Hans has not yet clearly realized that the 

doctor is trying to cure the sutddal patients wtth reverse psychology or 

giving them the opportunity to kill themselves While letting them discover 

that they have mudl to live for and only lack something or some one to 

make it attractive and -worthwtille. 

Another character Who conSidered sutdde is Alida. She first appears 

running from the gallery of silence screaming, •1No quiero morir ... no 

qUiero morir ... I (99). She claims to have heard a shadow laughing and runs 

from it, telling Dr. Roda that the hanging nooses, invisible music, and black 

gallery are horrible and she wants to leave. Dr. Roda detains her and asks 

Wb.y she has come. She explains that she had heard of the institution and 

came there in a moment of desperation because she had no friends, siblings, 

or love. She worked as a nurse and all her patients died or left and never 

returned to visit her. One lh'rOte, but he was far away living wtth another 

woman. Alicia explains her reason for wanting to die: 

Fue anoche. No podia mas. Estaba sin trabajo hada qUince dfas. 
Tenfa hambre: un hambre dolorosa y suda; un hambre tan cruel 
que me produda v6mitos. En una calle oscura me asalt6 un 
hombre; me dijo una groserfa atroz enseiiandome una moneda ... Y 
era tan brutal aquello, que yo rompi a refr como una loca, hasta 
que ca1 sin tuerzas sobre el asfalto, Uorando de asco, de verglienza, 
de hambre insultada. . . ( 1 o 1-102) 
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She tells Dr. Roda that she has always been alone and did not want to 

die alone. It was at this point that she became lost in the black gallery and 

saw a strange Shadow coming toward her. She ran toward the light and 

realized her mistake: "Entonces comprendf mi tremenda equivocad6n; venia 

huyendo de la soledad ... y la muerte es la soledad absoluta• ( 1 03). 

Later, Juan tries to shoot himself, upon which Dr. Roda orders Hans to 

stop him. The doctor questions him about his intentions to Which he replies 

that he must die or he will kill, even though he fights the temptation. He has 

felt the same temptation before, and it wtlllead him to kill his brother, 

Fernando, Whom he feels has taken away from him all the affection that he 

'WOUld have received from his mother and from Chole. 

SW1 another guest arrives wanting to die, another doctor who requests 

of Dr. Roda: "Doctor .. .IHigame usted mortrr( 139). He believes he should die 

for killing his own paralyzed daughter, Alida. Fearing for her security, he 

gave her morphine so that she -would die in her sleep painlessly. Then, he 

unexpectedly recovered and felt that he must die for his deed, but affirms 

that he ts too much of a coward to take his own 111e. He explains his feelings: 

~ mi hija y mi vida. La he matado yo mismo. IT yo estoy todavia a qui I 

Bstoy sintiendo con espanto que mi mal se aleja, que acabare por curarme ... 

Y no tengo fuerzas para acabar conmigo ... ICobarde ... cobardel .. ."' (140). 

He feels that emotionally he has already killed himself and asks for help to 

complete his suicide physically. When he meets the nurse Alida, and notices 
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a resemblance to his daughter, he asks her to allow him to read tlle poems of 

Tennyson to her as he did his daughter. By reliving his past \Yitll an 

imaginary daughter, one Who is lonely and in need of paternal affection, he 

is saved from suicide. Both of these characters find a kind of salvation upon 

encountering someone Who needs What tlley have to give. 

Chole's transformation is opposite that of Alida's. She first appears in 

tlle play as a happy individual and only afterward becomes SUiCidal. She 

jumps into the river firmly hoping to drown, sacrificing herself in order to 

en<1 the conflict between two brotllers Who love her. Because Juan saves her, 

and dedines her offer of love, returning her to Fernando, he no longer feels 

inferior to his brother. Chole's attempted suidde proved beneficial for tlle 

relationship between the brothers. She achieved her goal of reuniting the 

brothers without the necessity of completing her suidde. 

Dr. Roda lists the stages that take his suiddal patients from the ranks 

of those Who want to die to the company of those who want to Uve. The first 

stage is said to have" ... el efecto moral de una ducha frfa• ( 116). In this 

stage, any heroic, romantic or IdealiZed aSSOCiations made with dying begin 

to prove false, and all the victims cry. The se¢0nd stage is one of meditation. 

After sutfident time alone, the afflicted soul asks for books, and later, for 

company. Having begUn to recuperate and overcome reclusiveness, the 

person becomes concerned With the problems of others in the sanitorium. 

The third stage is the final one. Dr. Roda describes it as the day the sick 
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P«son sees tlle new apples ripening on tlle tree ( 117). She/he leaves tlle 

house, walks into the garden, and is saved. 

La Dama Trtste, el Amante, tlle professor, Alida, Juan, the ooctor, and 

Chole all reach a point of psychic crisis where suicide was an attractive 

option, but no one dies. They are eventually transformed into happy 

individuals, most of them in love. Springtime acts as the agent of rebirth 

and its blossoming environment creates a mood in Which love nourishes, 

endowing everyone with a positive aWtude enhancing their reason to live. 

As is common in tlle majority of casona's plays, many personal tragedies are 

overcome by the characters in order to end on a happy note. 

Spiritual or religious aspects of tlle play appear in the description of 

the scenery, references to symbols such as tlle fisherman, and music. The 

sanitorium's beautiful garden of willow trees and rose bushes could well be 

patterned after the Garden of Eden. The forest of hanging ropes can be 

equated witll the tree of knowledge wtlich is also kno\\111 as tlle tree of deatll. 

The nooses hanging from the tree symbolize a fatal temptation, comparable 

in its effects to that represented by the apple in the garden. If one dectdes 

to taste the apple, to succumb to temptation, then the knowledge that that 

person acquires erases innocence and the sinner or •tanen• person is forced 

into another world as were Adam and Eve. Therefore, prelapsarian life, like 

tlle Garden of Eden, is eartllly paradise. 
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Another religious reference concerns the symbolic fisherman. Chole 

reminisces about a journalistic adventure witll Fernando when tlle two were 

picked up by a fisherman on a coastal sea after they had destroyed their car. 

He agrees With her that she was • ... un buen timonet• ( 106 ). Throughout 

the drama he refers to her as captain Tlmonel: the pUot or helmsman Who 

steers tlle boat. This is both meaningful and anticipatory because Chole is 

the character Who brings joy to the sanitorium in the story. She takes down 

gloomy paintings and replaces them With uplifting, joyful ones such as 

Bottcelll's •ta Primavera• 

Music Which is heard frequently throughout the drama gives the 

asylum a church-like atmosphere. At the opening of Act Ill, Chole and Alida 

listen to Beethoven's '11imno a la Naturateza• by Beethoven. Chole comments 

that it is solemn, communicates a comforting sensation and seems to be 

religious ( 165), perhaps suggesting that Casona saw God in Nature, or 

recognized Nature's healing potential. 

Alida functions as the mouthpiece tor casona's love ot the countryside 

and expresses his preference tor the small town lite over that ot the city. 

Aqui entre los Uboles y las montanas, no pueden comprenderse 
esas cosas. m hambre y la soledad s61o existen en las ciudades. 
IAllf si que se siente uno solo entre millones de seres inditerentes 
y de ventanas iluminadasl IAllf si que sabe lo que es el hambre, 
delante de los escaparates y los restoranes de lujor ( 102). 
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casona's pride in his heritage and love for Spain is shown through 

Chole Who represents the Spanish spirit : •Mejor. I La montana y nosotros I 

LQu' mas nos hate falta? En nombre de Espaiia, tomamos posest6n de esta 

isla desierta. IHurra, capitan 1 •( 106-1 07). 

The majority of the female characters begin this play in ways and 

siblations that illustrate What one may consider a stock character of casona: 

the seemingly ~' troubled "WOman Who manages to find strength and end 

the play with a positive outlook for the fublre. La Dama Triste and Alicia 

both resolve their personal problems and in the end choose life and love. 

Chole, on the other hand, does not fit the pattern of this stock character, as 

she does not begin the play in a weak or negauve posiUon; on the contrary, 

she is very happy and has love, youth and career to live for, until pain 

provoked by the dispute between her fiance and his brother causes her to 

attempt suicide. Rven though she does not initially appear downtrodden or 

despondent like casona's more usual heroine, she does coincide later with 

the trajectory of the stock character, overcoming despair to finish the play 

victoriously by having reunited the brothers and simultaneously 

rediscovering her self -worth. 

In Prohibido suiddarst en primavera. many characters fantasize about 

meeting death or escaping their painful circumstances, but in reality no one 

really wants to commit SUict<1e. They want to be <Sissuaded from dying and 

they need only to find a reason to live. Death becomes their fantasy during a 
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time When they need to live in a fantasy wrorld because reality seems not 

~rth living for them. The fact that their preferred methods of death are 

made eastly available makes sUidde a real possibUity Which they are forced 

to contemplate as such, which brings them one step closer to reality. La 

Dama Trtste Is brought tnto contact With the reality of her eXistence When 

Fernando calcUlates the amount of food she has consumed in her life and 

lists a few trips she has taken and describes a love she has felt (all of which 

are concrete, specific, and related in a journalistic style). E1 Amante dreams 

of Cora Yako, but upon finally making her aquatntance and havtng the 

chance to live out or realize his dreams, he decides that his fantasy of her 

was much more beautifUl than the real Cora coUld ever be. He declines a life 

with her and decides he wroUld rather live by means of his imagination: 

beoome a writer describing places he has never seen. 

When el Amante speaks of his imaginary love with the singer Cora 

Yako he states ~os t>esabamos un dfa en el desierto, entre los sicomoros, y a1 

dfa sigiuente en un jardin de lotos• ( 12 0-12 1 ). The lotus is famed for its 

alleged mythic ability to make those who partake of its fruit forget their 

lives outside of the intoxi¢8.ted state. E1 Amante has in effe<:t figuratively 

eaten from the lotus fruit and has beoome lost in the prolonged fantasy of 

loving and being loved by Cora Tako. 

The tree as a symbol is used in many ways in this play. The 

aforementioned lotus, a flowering plant which can be metaphorically 
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associated With the tree image# bridges the tree motif in this play to the 

fantastical realm. The tree is also linked to the act of suicide not only by 

providing one of the methods offered to commit suicide but also via 

discussions distinguishing regional areas according to their predominant 

types of suicides. Orange tree zones including Spain# Italy and Romania are 

said to suffer from suicides for love. The walnut zone~ which comprises 

France~ England and Germany is allegedly afflicted With political and 

economic suicides. Switzerland, Norway, and Denmark make up the fir zone 

of which it is affirmed tllat suicides diminish While salaries and democracy 

ris.. The types of trees representing reasons for sUicides can be equated 

With man as if each type of tree depicts a regional attitude. The orange tree 

symbolizes the romantic, interested mostly in amorous entanglements. The 

walnut represents the region where the politidan and businessman have 

great po1Ner. The fir is associated with regions where eoonomic and political 

freedom are highly developed and the struggle to protect these 

achievements is a continuous effort in much the same manner as the fir 

gro~ and remains green throughout the year. 

The expression, "de pie,• wbich, here refers to a tree standing erect, 

considering Los arboles mueren de pie. and weathering any hostilities in the 

environment, is commonly used by many of casona's characters in regard to 

fadng adverSity. Chole, who has failed in her sUicide attempt, experiences 
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this realiZation: "Yo me he acercado ala muerte, y he visto ya que no 

resuelve nada; que todos los problemas hay que resolverlos de pie"' ( 170) 

The W111ow Is the predominant tree In this story. A garden or Willows 

bearing nooses is provided for the patients. The willow is known for its 

strength because it bends, but does not break. The name from one species, 

the -weeping willow (sauce Uor6n) denotes sadness. This tree best denotes 

the patients at the asylum because they are also sad. They bend as to 

contemplate or attempt suicide, but they do not break. No one completes the 

act 

La Dama Triste is also called •ta Sefiora del pabe116n verde"' because 

she wraps herself in a green leaf -like scarf, and claims she would rather 

have been born a plant. This illustrates another example of CUona's 

repeated symbolic comparisons between humans and plants. 

Hans offers el Amante the choice between a special willow tree for 

lovers to hang themselves from or a branch of roses with an asp to die In a 

classical style imitating Cleopatra. With his response, •tPara que tanto? 

Cuando la vida pesa basta con un 'rbol cuatqUier"' (97). E1 Amante has 

possibly suboonsclously or unknowingly stated something quite profound: 

that it reqUires nothing special to end a life, but to continue it or make it 

over reqUires something very special. This is a good insight to the whole 

play. The characters woUld not have come to a special place to die if death 
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were all tlley had wanted. They came to a specta1 place because tlley 

wanted more, because tlley unconsciously were seeking a reason to live. 

When Alida explains her desperation, the reasons for arriving at tlle 

institution to Doctor Roda, she comments, • Aqw entre los arboles y las 

montaiias, no pueden comprenderse esas cosaS"' ( 102). Alicia implicitly 

associates life witll trees and mountains as did Sirena-turned-Marfa in La 

Sirena varada.. Alida believes tllat tlle people living among trees and 

mountains cannot understand wanting to die, an intuitive belief which 

coincides witll symbology, as Clrlot lists trees as a representation of life and 

mountains of salvation. 

Water functions in tllis play as a medium betw&en life and deatll and 

as a mirror to be used to reflect. upon oneself. In the case of Chole, water, in 

tlle form of a lake, appears as a dichotomous symbol of death and of life. 

Like many of Casona's characters who attempt death by drowning 

(comparable to tlle symbolic deatll of baptismt she receives new life when 

she attempts to drown in the lake but is saved by Juan. Through the act of 

saving Chole, Juan becomes heroic, a savior figure Who no longer need feel 

inferior to Fernando. Therefore, Chole's attempt to die was a baptismal 

ceremony which benefited tllree lives, Chole's, Fernando's and Juan's. 

The professor and La Dama Triste also use ~ter (tlle form of a lake) 

as a reflective device. Ctrlot states tllat: •tne lake~r, rather, its surface 

alone-holds the significance of a mirror, presenting an image of self

contemplation, consciousness and revelation· ( 168). The professor jumps 
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into the lake three times, and each time he ~ms back to his life on the 

shore, dectding to wait. 

La Dama Triste contemplates suicide either by drowning herself in the 

lake or With poison. She states ·me he sentado bajo un sauce mirando 

fijamente a1 agua ... Y nada. cada vez me siento mas oobarde. (96). She 

tllinks about using poison, but decides that the smell is horrible and she ~11 

wait unW the doctor can create a poisoned perfume, which can be considered 

as another liqUid form of death as water comprises or symbolically 

subsurges all liquid matter according to Cirlot (345). La Dama Triste reflects 

on her life and decides to postpone suicide. 

In regards to the demonstration of major motifs this play is ~y 

important. All of the dominant themes Which are treated in the 

representative works of Casona are pr~t, such as the use of trees, water 

and the allusion to the Asturian environment. However, although the other 

elements are present, the most important by far is the theme of suidde. The 

very title expresses casona's obsession With the idea of sUicide. 

Although Casona vie'tii'S the contemplation of sulci~ as a potentially 

useful experience, he obviously displays his opinion on the subject. The 

main pursuit of the characters in the play is that of suicide which gives 

casona ample room to explore the dichotomy of life and death . casona 

remains consistent with his view on suidde. He does not seem to condone 

the act itself but the characters who consider death are given hope and 

desire to live. 
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CHAPTER IV 

LA DAMA DEL ALBA 

La dama dtl alba takes place in an Asturian farm household, 

devastated since Angelica, the witt of Martin, disappeared three days after 

their 'M<lding. The townspeople believe that she has drowned, and they 

search tor htr, but no one ever finds her bo<Sy. Martin kno-ws that she left 

with another man, but conceals this secret dishonor. She has been gone four 

years when a pilgrim woman arrives Whom the grandfather recognizes to bt 

Death because of a previous close encounter with her. She plays with the 

children and becomes so eXhausted that sht must take a nap, later revealing 

that she had an appointment to take Martin, but slept through it. It is at this 

point that Martin saves Adela from the river, and the new arrival begins to 

replace Angelica in everyone's heart. Seven months after Death's first visit, 

tht fatal pilgrim returns to find tht errant wife, Angelica, approaching her 

old home on the eve of San Juan. She has repented, but Death warns her 

that her reappearance W1l1 destroy the beaut.UUl memories that remain of 

her. Angellca throws herself into the water, and when later her body 

appears in the river, she is thought to bt a saint because of her unchanged 

appearance despite being thought dead for four years. Her mother is happy 

that her body is found, and Adela and Martin can finally set their 'Wedding 

date. 



Angelica is the only character of the six dramas discussed to complete 

SUicide. Her beautiful physical appearance and closeness to her family make 

the townspeople believe she must be a saint, incapable or any Mongdotng. 

With the incident of finding her lifeless body in the river, casona shows the 

masses as blinded by naive faith and superstition, unable to see logically 

tllat she could not have been free from decay in the river for four years. He 

depicts country people as believing blindly, unable to discern for themselves. 

Angelica commits a sin tllat is considered unpardonable, a sin from which 

she cannot repent, yet the men of the town take ott their hats, the women 

kneel and call her •1Santat" ( 150) 

Bernal Labrada concludes that Adela and Angelica are one and the 

same character, perhaps different aspects of a single being. They both 

attempted to dro'W!l themselves in the river. They were both involved With 

Martin. Adela wore Angelica's clothing and finished her embroidery. 

Possibly, Adela's jump into the river was a cleansing of Angelica who 

achieved rebirth as Adela. Martin, by saving her, was saving Angelica's 

innocence. When Angelica returns to learn or her replacement, she weeps to 

the pilgrim woman (who is Death) over her shame and plans to beg her 

ramny for forgiveness. This is an example or casona's inclusion or the 

philosophy illustrated in other ~rks that those who cry out their sins 

before death Will find redemption. soon afterward Angelica purposefUlly 

jumped into the river and drowned. This can be considered a quasi-religious 
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representation of the death of the old self in baptism and the birth of the 

new and purified being which is personified by Adela. Depending on one's 

view, it coU1<1 be argue<1 that only a figurative or symbolic sUicide was 

committed if Angelica and Adela are the same person. 

Maio, in ~erophanic time in La dama del alba.· explains this concept 

with his theory that time is heterogeneous. Different characters in the play 

eXist in different continuums of time Which •may run parallel to another or it 

may intersect or break in upon another- (430). Angelica's time is cyclic 

because of her disappearances and reappearances. She also exists in sacred 

time in order to interact with Death. Cyclic and sacred time never change. 

They remain equal to themselves. Angelica and the woman of the dawn are 

not subject to ravages of aging in profane time, while Adela exists in profane 

linear time. Although she appeared miraculously from nowhere, she now 

will live through the normal succession of events that cannot be repeated or 

be associated with the world beyond. 

The Eve of San Juan, when religious customs are celebrated in 

Asturias, intertwines Christian and pagan beliefs. It supposedly 

commemorates the baptism of Christ by john the Baptist in the jordan River, 

but it also celebrates the advent of summer, June 24, as the Greeks and 

Romans did. They built bonfires to aid Apollo, the god of light, in his fight 

against the goo of darkness. Some believe that mid-summer's eve 
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celebrations in Spain can be traced back to sun worship by the Celts and 

ancient Iberians. 

Even though Angelica is assumed drowned, La Madre cannot rest or 

attain peace until her body is found. She recalls that the scripture says, •el 

hombre es tierra y debe volver a la tierra: ( 12) Also, ~ezar es como gritar 

en voz baja ... • (2 3) The mother is the representative of tradition and 

religion in the play. casona, although not reputed to be especially religious, 

was aware that his audience would appreciate religious elements in the 

drama. 

He does seem to favor a natural spiritualism and expresses it by 

having the four acts of the drama correspond to the seasonal cycle of nature. 

Acts I and I I take place in winter which is correlated with death. During 

these acts, Angelica is thought lost and the town mourns for her, Martin is 

tormented psychologically by his knowledge of her betrayal and 

abandonment, and many scenes of deaths in the town are recounted. Acts 

III and IV occur in summer, and it is then that Adela and Martin make 

wedding plans, the religious festivities bring Angelica's mother out of her 

state of mourning, and Angelica finds salvation with the help of Death from a 

state of •fallen woman,· or sinfulness equal to spiritual death. With these 

events, casona portrays nature as a type of godlike power alternately 

bestowing life and death, rewards and punishments, that withers and 

rejuvenates both psychologically and physically. 
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The exact locale in Which La <1ama del alba takes place is not named, 

but beQuse of the characters' familiarity With seeing pilgrimages, one can 

assume that it lies on the road toward santiago de compostela, Wllich is 

mentioned by the grandfather. This Galidan city in northwestern Spain 

became famous during the Middle Ages as one of the most popular religious 

monuments for European pilgrims, second only to the Holy Sepulchre. La 

Peregrina expresses the tradition that the stars in the Milky way indicate 

the road to the monument 

In regard to casona's including himself personally in his workS, La 

<Sarna del alba is the ultimate example. This play includes the maximum 

scenery, customs, and insight to the thoughts ot tlle Asturian people. An 

interviewer once asked Casona, ~ara Usted, ocuat es ta obra mas 

importante r casona answered, 

La Dama de Alba. escrita lejos de Espana, es, entre las mfas, 1a mas 
amorosamente espafiola, 1a que est! mas empapada de mi aire y de 
mi paisaje, de mi infancta y de mi tierra; del espiritu recto y severo 
de mi pueblo. Desenvuelta en Asturias, tiene esa atm6sfera de 
niebla y de leyenda que caracteriza el alma del Norte. (Plans 95) 

The page of dedication in La dama del alba reads: "A mi tierra de Asturias: 

a su paisaje, a sus hombres, a su espirttil: The play's numerous references 

to Asturian customs, scenery, and attitudes of the people are inspired by and 

help to perpetuate boyhood memories of casona. 

A reknowned regional event is the night of San Juan, an Asturian 

custom dra'Wing visitors from all over Spain. The legend that corresponds to 
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it tells of a submerged village at the bottom of the river With a green church 

thick ~th the roots of the trees and with miraculous bells that can be heard 

that night. These legends of sunken cities are associated With a number of 

places in Nortllern Spain (Unamuno portrays one--The Lago de Sanabria-- in 

San Manuel Bueno. Martir). Scholars have suggested these legends are spin

offs of the mytll of Atlantis. Many dances are traditionally associated with 

the celebration. They are all regional dances; such as the •gtraldilla/' a very 

old popular corral dance of great simplicity from Asturias, the •son de 

arriba .. Which is a very old dance of the Asturian mountaineers, or the 

•perlindango,• an ancient dance which can still be found there. 

Many traditional Asturian songs are mentioned or sung throughout 

the drama: •delgadtna,• which has several versions in Asturias, and •the 

ballad of 1a nor del agua,· Which tells of a lover Who did not arrive in time to 

benefit from the magical qualities of the water. The legend Which inspired 

the song is that the girl Who arrives at a fountain on the night of San Juan 

and takes the water before sunrise 'Ni11 marry within a year and have good 

luck. ·uevaronme 1a niiia que amaba, y tambien me llevaron 1a nor del 

agua. Todo me lo llevaron; no me dejaron nada• ( 170). 

This song involving water evokes many Asturian customs dealing With 

the magical qualities acquired once a year by the water. •ta flor del agua• is 

believed to give happiness, cure eye ailments, and other illnesses. The 

practice of throWing pins in a glass of water on the morning of San Juan is a 
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superStition usually believed to show how many years of happiness one will 

have, as indicated by the number of pins floating on the water. Another folk 

tale aSSOCiated With the morning of san Juan is that young women Who 

dampen their underwear in the dew will find a husband or be free from 

illness. Those With rheumatism and skin diseases roll naked over dew 

covered grass hoping to be cured. Still another folk legend holds that sheep 

and cattle exposed to the dew of St. John's Eve wi11 become healthy and 

remain safe when near wolves in the mountains. Also the practice of •satar 

las vacas con sal bendita• ( 171) prescribes feeding co\ttlS salt dampened with 

the dew so that they will be healthy and will bear female calves. 

Na16n, mentioned as the blind man, bears a name representing 

regionalism. Death says that she was drawn to him by a blue attraction from 

afar. His blue eyes are created from an image of the Asturian river which 

gives him his name. 

Telva, the maid, is Asturias incarnate. She is realistic, a hard worker, 

and even though she claims not to like mysterious people or to want to hear 

ghostly tales, she personifies the superstition of the region. Yet Telva 

confronts reality when her seven sons die in the mine. She mourns them as 

she works, and plants seven trees so that she Will not feel so lonely. Telva 

exemplifies casona's high regard for women most extensively in tllis story. 

AlSO, the typical Asturian woman is sho\\111 to be hard working as Telva is 

and to make the house a home. Of his 0\\111 mother (who was not Asturian 
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but from neighboring provinces) casona says, "Mi madre, que era leonesa, 

cantaba con una dulclsima media voz mtentras laboraba"' (Plans 51). Telva is 

very straighUon-rard an<1 <1oes not like to beat aroun<1 the bush, •no me 

vengas nunca con rod~ (75) and remarks express her dislike of concealing 

reality. Her superstitious nature surfaces When she says, •JBruja de escoba! 

llechuza viejal IMal rayo Ia parta, amenr (87). 

Adela is another example of casona's initially helpless female Who 

finds strength Within herself and triumphs in tlle end. She has come !rom 

noWhere, With no family an<1 only the wet clothes on her back. She takes the 

place o! Angelica in everyone's heart, and achieves the happiness she had 

always dreamed of. 

casona of La dama del alba says •sus entrecruces constantes de vigilla 

y de sueiio, de realidad, de tantasfa, no pre~nden stgntticar, de ntngiln modo, 

una originalidad personal, sino una tradici6n de siglos"' (Plans 95). Witll tllis 

series of dichotomies, casona challenges his reader as to the meaning of 

fantasy and reality. He portrays tllem as sometimes one and the same and 

sometimes overlapping. 

On~ example of fantasy and reality being identical is Adela's fantasy 

dream to have a lite like the one she finds after her suicide attempt. She 

explains, 

Pensar que no tenfa nada, ni 1a esperanza stquiera, y cuando quise 
morir el cielo me lo di6 todo de golpe: madre, abuelo, hermanos, 
IToda una vida empezada por otra para que la stgutera yo! A veces 
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pienso que es demasiado para ser verdad, y que de pronto voy a 
despertarme sin nada otra vez a 1a orilla del rfo ... (7 4) 

She believes her good fortune to be a dream because this new life so 

resembles her earlier fantasy, the life she longed for before deciding to seek 

death in the river. However, her alter ego, Angelica, dies both fantasticaUy 

and realistically. 

The moral ot tlle story centers around the theme of fantasy versus 

reality. Angelica is act.ually a fallen woman, but Martin lets everyone 

reminisce with beautifUl memories of her goodness. They all believe her to 

be a saint, when quite the opposite is true. The pilgrim woman adds to the 

fantasy With her story Which is both a summary and a foreshadoWing to the 

children: 

Una vez era un pueblo pequeiio, . . . Una aldea, tranqUila como un 
rebafto a 1a orUla del rio ... .En el rfo habfa un remolino profundo 
de hojas secas, adonde no dejaban acercarse a los niiios. Era el 
monstruo de 1a aldea. Y dedan que en el fondo habfa otro pueblo 
sumergido, con su iglesia verde tupida de rakes y sus campanas 
muagrosas, que se ofan a veces Ia noche de San Juan ... En aquella 
aldea Vivfa una muchacha de alma tan hermosa que no pareda de 
este mun<So. Todas imitaban su peinado y sus vestldos; los viejos 
se descUbrfan a su paso, y las mujeres le trafan a los hijos enfermos 
para que los tocara con sus manos. . . Un dfa 1a gloria de 1a aldea 
desapared6 en el rfo .. Respetada por el agua y los peces, tenia los 
cabellos limpios,las manos tibias todavfa, yen los labios una 
sonrisa de paz ... como si los aiios del fondo hubieran si<So s61o un 
instante. ( 111-112) 

The story is corroborated by the finding of Angelica's body floating in 

the river seeming to be a recent death when the town kno\\JS she was 
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miSSing for four years. This makes one 'N<>nder what reality really is. Is 

reality ~at one believes (regardless of how fantastic), or is it the reality of 

the •truth"? For the Whole town. their reality ts a fantasy. Only Martin. 

Adela, and Death know the •true• objeetive, secret reality. With her death, 

Angelica creates or adds to and preserves a beauttrut fantasy that prolongs 

and perpetuates a beauttrUl, idealized memory. 

The image of the tree seems to be always present: oak, chestnut, 

walnut, laurel, ash, fir, cherry, orange, hawthorn, and fig are all mentioned in 

the course of the play. There are many instances or persons being explicitly 

or implidtly likened to trees in this play. Telva. the maid, who lost her 

seven sons in the mine explosion, inquires ., tiba por eso a cubrirme la cabeza 

con el manto y sentarme a Uorar ala puerta? I Los Uore de pie, trabajandot" 

( 1 0). Parallel to Chole·s statement Telva faced the truth ·de pte" standing 

ereel Also, she observes that she had no time to mourn, she had to continue 

her normal tasks; life had to go on. However. to bring herself closer to her 

seven sons, she planted seven trees: •despues, como ya no podia tener otros, 

plant& en mt huerto stete arboles, altos y hermosos como stete varones. Por 

•1 v•rano, ¢Uando m• si•nto a ooser a la sombra, me pare¢e que no estoy tan 

sola" ( 11 ). In this statement Te1va expresses the connection between man 

and tree wtlich is illustrated often in casona's works. Telva compares their 

phySical beauty and strength With that or her sons and equates them With 

companions. 
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Another example of man being equated with trees occurs when Madre 

visits the parochial orchard after a long absence and compares the new trees 

to little boys. She comments, ry esos chicos se dan tanta prisa en crecer ... 

Algunos ni me conocfan• (79). She personifies them into children who do not 

recogniZe her. 

More tree symbolism appears in the form of the story witllin a story: 

Adela tells the children the legend ot Philemon and :saucts (49), which 

recounts the transformation of two young lovers whose lives were almost 

destroyed by envy and evil. Zeus and Hermes disguised themselves and 

searched for hospitality in their town. The wealthy would not show Ulem 

any, but Philemon and Baucts received them with kindness. As a reward, 

they were given granted their wish to be converted into trees and interlink 

their branches forever. 

Also, in this drama, the dangerous pass on the mountain range called 

~ Rabi6n• is marked by a large chestnut tree. Lightning strikes it, but it 

continues to grow with a twisted trunk and rooted in rock. This tree marks 

the spot Where Martin was to be taken by Death, but escaped thankS to her 

nap. 

Branches are used for adornment at celebrations and blooming 

branches symbolize the man's preference for a particular woman. At the 

wedding that is mentioned, the horses are decorated With green branches, 

emblematic of the new life of the oouple. Young men leave branches at the 



door or balcony of the woman of their choice on the eve of San Juan. Martin 

brought Adela a branch of white cherry blossoms to represent her purity in 

order to defend her innocence against the maliCious rumors. 

Water as a purifying symbol in this drama is very prominent. In tlle 

aforementioned sections dealing wttll Asturian customs, water has been 

shown to bring good fortune, cure illnesses, and predict the future. These 

superstitions from Asturias rest upon tlle belief that on the night of San 

Juan, all tlle rivers have a drop from tlle Jordan river. 

Falfn: T el agua Lno es 1a misma de todos los dfas? 
Peregrina: Parece, pero noes 1a misma. 
Andres: Dicen que baiWldo las ovejas a media noche se libran de 
los lobos. 
Dortna: T la moza que coge 1a tlor del agua a1 amanecer se casa 
dentro del alio. 
Falfn: LPor que es milagrosa el agua esta noche? 
Peregrina: Porque es 1a fiesta del Bautista. En un dfa como este 
bautizaron a Cristo. 
Dortna: To lo he vtsto en un Ubro; san Juan neva una ptel de dervo 
alrededor de 1a ctntura, y el Seiior esta metido hasta las rodillas en 
el mar. 
Andres: lEn un do 1 
Dorina: Es igual. 
Andres: No es igUal. E1 mar es cuando hay una orilla; el rfo cuando 
hay dos. 
Fa11n: Pero eso ru~ llace mucllo tiempo, y lejos. No ru~ en el agua 
de aquf. 
Peregrina: No 1mporta. Esta noche to<1os los rfos del mundo nevan 
una gota del Jordan. Por eso es muagrosa el agua.( 96-97) 

The role of water in tllis play fuses many elements together: Asturian 

legends, the connection between Adela and Angelica, deatll and rebirtll. 
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casona SimUltaneously exploits the ancient literary conventions which link 

rivers With time, with life, and with death. 

This play is perhaps the best example of the use of the characteriStic 

qualities which are found in casona's most representative works. The theme 

ot SUicide and escape of death is presented at lengtll as are the tree and 

water motifs. What sets this play apart !rom the others is the extensive use 

of the Asturian landscape and the customs of its peoples. The other plays 

employ flavors o! Asturias, but this play is by far the most representative of 

the region. The songs, dances and local Asturian traditions are emphasiZed 

in the play as is the geography which is presented though the use o! regional 

rivers and intricate descriptions o! the surrounding land. This play serves 

not only as a romantic tale but also as a study of the Asturian people and 

countryside. 
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CHAPTER V 

LA BARCA SIN PESCADOR 

Ricardo J6rdan, a stockbroker in La barca sin pescador. finds himself 

on the verge of finandal ruin, and his supertidal friends and girlfriend 

abandon him. Allegedly, he has committed every crime in the book except 

murder. E1 •caballero negro• (the deVil) arrives and offers Ricardo a pact: if 

he agrees to kill someone, all his power, wealth, and prestige 'Will be 

returned to him. Upon hearing that he need not commit the act himself~ 

Ricardo agrees, and upon signing the contract, he hears a woman scream, 

"Peter r The voice haunts him. Two years later, after recovering his 

financial empire, he travels to the village which is the home town of his 

victim~ intending to confess his crime and help the people he believes he 

wronged in the past. He stays in the village~ admiring the hospitality and 

simplldty of its inhabitants. Cristian, Estela Anderson's brother-in-law~ 

confesses on his deathbed that he killed Peter at the same moment that 

Ricardo gave his consent, a confession intended to assuage Cristian~s guilt 

which also relieves Ricardo's conscience. He realizes that he has not killed 

anyone, but the DeVil reminds him that he had the will to kill. Then, in an 

effort to invalidate the contract, Ricardo claims that he is not the same man 

that he was. He has killed himself figuratively and has become a new 
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person, saving his own soul. This new person, Ricardo adds, will remain wttll 

Estela in tllis small fishing village forever. 

This play differs someWhat in reference to its presentation or common 

tllemes as compared to tlle otller plays discussed, but it does include enough 

similarities to be considered a highly representative work according to 

Rodriguez Richart. One difference is evident upon examining tlle suicide 

mow. It is a spiritual and symbolic suiCide ratller tllan a corporeal or 

physical act.. Through his experiences living witll tlle people of tlle small 

fishing village, Ricardo has become a new person completely different from 

tlle man who signed tlle pact. with tlle devil. He tells tlle devil, "Y el dia que 

no quede en mi alma ni un solo rastro de lo que fui, ese dfa Ricardo Jordan 

habra matado a Ricardo Jordcin. I Sin sangrer ( 105). He has accomplished his 

promise to tlle devil by figuratively killing himself without blood, but at tlle 

same time, he has saved his soul from hell by becoming a new and much 

better person. 

Religious symbolism abounds in tllis story. The title has several levels 

of meaning. Literally, it is tlle boat tllat Peter bought, Which Sits empty after 

his death, but the concept of a boat without a fisherman, symbolically 

alludes to Ricardo's life before he fell in love \'lith Estela. He simply drifted 

through life aimlessly without any direction. Also, the title could be 

spiritually interpreted as tlle soul witllout God. The meaningless 

relationships Ricardo had before were like tlle wind tllat tossed his -ooat" 
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about as the one he had with Enriqueta. With Estela, he finds a star by 

Which to steer. Estela is the star that leads Ricardo to salvation and to living 

the clean simple life of a fisherman in a small village. 

Cristian's name which should seemingly denote a person of benevolent 

actions, is ironic because it is not indicative of one. He kills Estela's husband, 

Peter, because of envy and jealousy. Estela is qUite aware of tllis. After two 

years of suffering alone witll tlle secret, she divulges her suspicions to her 

sister, Frida, and thereby destroys the latter's happiness by making Frida 

suspicious of her own husband. Estela has nightmares that involve visions of 

Cristi8n pushing her husband to his deatll. She prays for a resolution for 

this internal conflict, but seems to have lost hope for any divine answer to 

her prayers. At times upon giving thanks, she becomes disheartened when 

tlle Lord's prayer reaches the section tllat ministers ry si a algUien hemos 

hecho mat, perd6nanos Senor, asi como nosotros perdonamos .. : (90). 

Reciting this passage, she bursts into tears because she has not been able to 

forgive Cristian. She has changed as a person because of suffering over her 

inability to pardon him When her faitll tells her that she should. She 

remains alone, and because of her saddened outlook. on lite, she stops the 

accustomed visits that she had previously made to her nearby relatives. 

Faith, hope, love, these three, as the scripture goes, become very 

important, but tlle most important in tllis story is love. Ricardo promised to 

kill a man witllout blood and he accomplished tllis by becoming his own 
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Victim. Because or his desire to stay \\11th Estela, he •kilted• his former self 

and became a new man. -re he puesto sin querer en el camino de 1a 

salvacton,· said the devil. Ricardo's last name, Jordan, evoking the river 

where Christ was baptized, but also separating life and death in Christian 

mythology, is symbolically changed in recognition of Ricardo's new lite. The 

last name of Estela's late husband was substituted in the end as the devil 

said, • Goodnight, Ricardo ... Anderson: Andrew, a diSdple or Christ, was a 

fisherman, and now Ricardo is given a new last name which means son of 

Andrew (Anderson). This name change to Anderson from Jordan when 

associated with the Jordan River suggests a baptismal process, at the same 

time marking his beginning in lite and instttutionalizing hiS obvious 

connection with Estela. 

The last scene represents a wedding. It has been the first <Say ot sun, 

which tells that it is spring when traditionally most weddings occur. Ricardo 

and Estela light a tire while kneeling together, which parallels the lighting of 

candles in the marriage ceremony to show unity. It is mentioned that the 

steamship upon which Ricardo was to return is leaving during this symbolic 

ceremony. Cirlot states that in the Christian faith the Church can be 

represented by a boat (2 81 ). The boat whistles three times which can be 

equated with three rings from a church bell. The number three relates to 

the Christian trinity. The three Whistles from the boat Signify the pastor's 

saying, •and this marriage is sanctified in the name of the father, the son, 
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and the holy ghost• Again the image of the title appears. The boat leaves 

Without the new fisherman, Ricardo, now transformed from being the ~rst 

of Sinners to figUratively be(Oming the fisherman, symbolic of the simple, 

clean life and perhaps, by extension of an apostolic calling. 

Clrlot asserts that another meaning of a sailing ship can be interpreted 

as a •Ship of Transtendence• (282). This echoes Ricardo's transformation. 

Spiritually, the ship can be Viewed as the transcendent mode of 

transportation into the other world. The religious symbolism of such a ship 

connects the departure from one world to entry into the new world. In this 

case, the ship dramatizes the symbolic marriage ritual linking Ricardo's old 

existence into his new life ~th Estela. He has chosen a simple rural lifestyle 

With Estela over his old luxurious, but meaningless existence. The boat is 

sailing back to his old life Without him. Love has saved Ricardo's soul from 

the devil and has made Estela whole again. 

This play parallels casona's other works in that it employs nature 

symbolism to present a spiritual message. The seasons serve to indicate the 

changing spiritual or emotional condition of Ricardo. The play opens in 

winter, suggesting that Ri<:ardo is spiritually or emotionally already dead. At 

the end of the play when Ricardo and Estela are together and destined to 

marry the season is spring, symbolizing the rebirth that Ricardo has 

undergone and the new life wtlich aWdits him. 
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Another way in Which this play differs from other works considered 

most typically tasonian is the fact that although La barca sin pescador 

expresses regionalistic aWtudes regarding people from sman towns and also 

includes casona's belief tllat love conquers all adversities, it does not contain 

any references to characteristically Asturian scenery. The drama is 

terminated in a small fishing village on the Nordic coast. 

Bernal Labrada comments that Ricardo Jordan, ·hombre de Ciudad, 

desalmado y corrompido, se purifica mediante el contacto con la gente y la 

vida de aldea" (20), reflecting casona's love for the lifestyle and attitudes of 

people from small towns. He expresss the belief that the simple life is 

superior to that in the buSiness world of a large dty, and in doing so revives 

and embellishes a traditional Medieval and Renaissance theme, •menosprecio 

de corte, alabanza de aldea." This in tum derives from the Latin beatus ~ 

an idealization of the natural, simple, rural and innocent lifestyle by contrast 

With the concept of the dty as corrupt and artifiCial. casona situates his new 

man in a small coastal fishing village which is nominally Nordic, but 

indistinguishable from many that populate the coast of Asturias. 

Another casonian preference is the fairy tale ending of falling in love 

and living happily ever after with the perfect woman. Not only is Estela 

seemingly •conceived Without stn• as Leighton notes in •Characteronymy in 

casona's La casa de los Sitte balcones" (345), but the love that she and 

Ricardo feel for each other saves them both. This typically Romantic notion 
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of the redeeming power of love (such as that Which saves Don juan Tenorio) 

is a favorite \'lith casona, judging by the number of times it appears. Estela 

is saved by now being able to reach out to others an<1 par<Son Cristian. 

Ricardo is saved by changing his whole lifestyle for Estela and thereby 

nUlllfying the pact he made With the ~lack Gentleman.· The <1ev11 expresses 

this change in Ricardo, .rm que firm6 este contrato era tan distinto . . . ~en 

te ha <1a<1o esa fuerza nueva? LElia?" Ricar<1o answers, ~lla. Hasta que no 

Uegue a esta easa no supe de verdad lo que es una easa. Hasta que conoci a 

Bstela no supe de ver<1a<11o que es una mujer' ( 1 05). Bstela notices the 

change in Ricardo and describes him as a blind man, who now becomes 

sighted and is beginning to discover the world. 

The previously cited lines equate the woman with the house, as the 

person Who makes a structure a home. This sho~ a traditional Spanish 

concept of tlle wife as •ama de casa: The woman is in charge of the house 

and governs the activities that take place witllin it. ~ystics have al\\'ays 

traditionally considered the feminine aspect of the universe as a chest, a 

house or a \\'all .. according to Clrlot ( 146). In tllis play especially, casona 

int:Mlded to connect the woman witll the house. Estela, the essence of 

warmth, comfort, and shelter, makes the house a home, as did Telva in La. 

<Sama del alba. To further dramatize the connection, Estela made little 

wooden ships to sell in her village, and the boat is considered the 
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fiSherman#s house on the water# Whidl woUld be especially important 1n a 

fishing Village. 

Estela is definitely a character Who exemplifies casona's high esteem 

for women, but she is not unlike other casonian heroines. Leighton claims 

that -rile female leads in casona's plays are, in similar fashion, 

manifestations of primal woman. They are mostly Bves Who become Marys, 

although a few, like Estela, seem to be conceived Without Sin"' (345). After 

her husband's death, Estela demonstrates her strength by working the land, 

plowing her flowers into the soil in order to grow vegetables, and not 

accepting charity. Similarly, Telva (the mother of the seven sons who died In 

the mine explOSion in La dama <1tl alba) demonstrates her strength by 

working hard physically to overcome mental anguish. Both Estela and Telva 

express their pain and sorrow but neither are defeated by their loss. 

A fantastic setting and Ricardo's deluded beliefs concerning his crime 

and the power of the devil are created in La barca sin pescador by the devil. 

Not only is the devil's physical presence and his surrounding environment 

described in a fantastic manner but also he employs a fabric of fantasy to 

d&(&ive and capture Ricardo. 

The devil exists in a fantastic realm, but he has obvious effects on the 

world of reality which include his manipulation of thunder, the stopping of 

time, strange music, and Ultimately, complete silence. The grandmother's 

confession about her fear of silence gives Ricardo an understanding Which 



comes late, and alludes to his former encounter With the devU. The 

Grandmother says: •stempre que hay un gran sUendo, es que esta. el peligro 

en el aire· (96). When the <1evil first appears, the stage <1trecttons <1efine his 

entrance as •sin ruido atguno• (60). During the same encounter, the absence 

of sound, no ticking from the clock and no ringing of the phone shoU1<1 have 

warned Ricardo of the supernatural danger 'Which was present. 

The atmospheric changes occur and thunder sounds to warn of the 

devil's entrance. Magically, the room gro~ darker and strange music plays. 

He wears black, as Hades~ the god of the underworld~ but ts fashionably 

dressed in a jacket and carries a briefcase in order to seem more familiar to 

Ricardo to enter Ricardo's business world. Ricardo does not recognize him: 

Ricardo: <.Quien es usted? 
caballero: Un viejo amigo. CUando eras niiio y tenias fe, sonabas 
conmigo muchas noches. (.No te acuerdas de mi? 
Ricardo: Creo que he visto esa cara alguna vez ... nose donde. 
caballero: En un libro de estampas que tenia tu madre, donde se 
hablaba ingenuamente del cielo y del intierno. LRecuerdas? 
Pagina octava ... , ala izquierda. (60) 

Various dramatic effects are associated With the devil: thunder, 

dimming of the lights, his attire, his seeming to pop from out of a book, and 

his knowing Ricardo's childhood dreams. Also the fact that no one saw the 

devil enter or eXit the room, the telephone bell's not ringing, and no time's 

elapsing during the devil's presence all suggest characteristics of the devil, 

not specifically as satanic, but as a being existing in the fantasy realm. 
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Not only is the devil a legendary figure Whose extst.nce has long been 

debated, but as portrayed in this play, he dwells in a different time 

continuum, that is called •cycli~ time by Maio in an article concerning 

another play by casona. In other words, the devU's existence in cyclic time 

allows him to repeat or recycle events, and he does not age like those who 

live in the profane or linear time that is kno~ as reality. 

Because of the devil's deceit, Ricardo believes that he committed a 

murder that he had only to will to commit. The devil uses his precognitions 

of future events to convince Ricardo to sign his contract at the most 

propitious moment so that his signing and the deatll of Peter would occur 

simultaneously and thereby make the devil seem more powerful and 

Ricardo's ultimate •stn• more credible. The devil could also have known 

that the stock market was going to suddenly rise in Ricardo's favor, just as 

he must have kno~ that Cristian was about to push Peter from the cliff at 

tlle very moment that he convinced Ricardo to sign the pact. For the devil, 

the damnation of Ricardo was merely an experiment. Ricardo asks the devil, 

•Ahora comprendo. L Era ese tu experimento7' lhe :Black Gentleman· 

replied, "'So16 la primera parte: medir basta d<Snde Uega el poder creador de 

una idea"' ( 1 04). This admission by the devil shows tllat his plan to take 

Ricardo's soul must have incorporated foreknowledge. 

Many allusions are made to trees. They are compared to people or 

even a legendary figure such as the devil. When Ricardo tries to persuade 
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Juan that the devu did visit him even though Juan did not see him enter or 

leave, he finds the devU's glove that was left behind, and asks Juan, "'Cuando 

tU sueftas con un arbol <1e manzanas, note encuentras una manzana a1 

despertar, l.verdad?"' (66). The analogy made between the glove and an 

apple makes the <1tvU parallel to the tree ot knowledge in the garden ot 

Eden, and the whole scene evokes the fall of Adam as analogous to Ricardo's 

ultimate *tall. by commiWng the one sin he had not yet committed. 

In reference to the grandmother who is vivacious and will soon turn 

seventy years young, Estela states that in good times and bad times, there 

are trees that never lose their leaves. Implicitty, the grandmother is 

compared to a tree: *Nose deb£a tomar carino mas que a los Arboles: esos no 

se mueven de ah£ ... y slempre puedes estar segura de marcharte antes de 

ellogM (94). In this example the tree is likened to a constant companion 

deserving affection. 

Water symbolism in La barca sin pescador appears on several levels, 

one involving Ricardo's last name: Jordan, the river where Jesus was 

baptized. The devil's last words: Goodnight Ricardo .. .Anderson ilustrate 

that he has gone *beyond Jord8n"' or through a baptismal type of process. As 

previously noted, the name change signals a new beginning in life and the 

name, Anderson, now sho\W his connection With Estela. 

water is recogniZed as a cleansing agent by Ricardo even before he 

t>eoomes Ricardo Anderson. He asks the bankers, • l.Que do de oro puede 
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devolver 1a luz a esos Ojos azules donde se estan enfriando las estrellas?" 

(70). Water is also responsible for the deatll and confessional cleansing of 

Cristtan: ·un golpe de mar le abr16 el pecho contra la escollera como un 

zarpazo rabioso• ( 1 o 1 ). 

The grandmother, associating silence \fo11th danger, gives thanks for the 

sound of dripping water that she remembers as a child. She feared the 

silence of her home, but the dripping that she heard comforted her and was 

all that kept her from crying. 

Habfa un silencio tan trfo que se metia en 1a sangre. S6lo se ofa 
una gota de agua que escurria del can taro: glu -glu ... , gtu -glu, . 
glu -glu . . . Gracias a ella no me eche a llorar. Y mire lo que son las 
cosas; despues de sesenta alios, de aquello tan terrible que ocurri6 
en mi casa ya no me acuerdo. Pero lo que no podre olvidar nunca, 
para darle las gracias, es aquel glu -glu de agua, que era el Unico 
que se atrevfa a hablar para que yo no tuviera miedo. (96) 

Water is personified by the grandmother as a savior, echoing the 

multiple references made to water as an agent of baptismal cleansing. The 

grandmother's use of the word -ma· in reference to water gives it a 

feminine aspect, and its comforting qualities equate water to a nurturing 

mother figure which is in accord \fo11th Cirlot's explanation of water 

symbolism. In various religions, ·au life comes from the waters. In the 

Vedas, water is referred to as ... the most maternal· (345). Water is 

interpreted as the •female side of the personali~ (345). The grandmother 

is emphasiZing the meaning and significance of water. 
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Again, casona employs many of his reoccurring motifs to loan an air of 

spirituality and romanticism in this drama. The suicide which is a major 

theme in the representative works of casona is presented in tllis drama not 

as a literal suicide but ratller as a figurative one. The killing of the old self 

and the rebirth of the new not only demonstrates the suicidal motif but also 

reiterates the happy ending which appears in most of casona's works. 

The obvious references to wood (and by extension, trees) and water 

also echo the major tllemes of the Casonian dramas. The house motif which 

is more evident in the other plays does appear in thiS play with the use of 

tlle boat. Altllough the house motif in this play is used less than in the other 

plays, the reference to religious themes is augmented in thiS drama. The 

obvious uses of tlle Devil (caballero Negro) and tlle faustian salvation of 

Ricardo present a spirituality which is absent in most of the other dramas. 
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CHAPTER VI 

LOS ARBOLES MUEREN DE PIE 

Los Arboles mueren de pie begins in another sanitarium for troubled 

soUls founded by the same Dr. Ariel Who appears in Prohibido suici<larse en 

prtmavera. Sr. Balboa and Isabel (Marta) find themselves together in the 

sanitarium. He has come to ask for help, and Isabel (Marta) has been saved 

from a suicide attempt. Sr. Balboa explains his predicament to Mauricio, the 

director: He and his wife had raised their grandson (also named Mauricio) as 

their own, but he became delinquent. During a fight one night, Sr. Balboa 

slapped his face, and his grandson, Mauricio, left. Balboa searched for him, 

and found that he was living by criminal means in Canada. Sr. Balboa did 

not want his wife to suffer; therefore, he began to send her fake letters from 

their grandson asking for forgiveness, telling of his architectural studies, and 

finally tllat he had married. The grandmother, Eugenia, seemed happy with 

this illusion, but then a cable came from the real grandson announcing his 

arrival and portending diSillusionment. It seems as though Sr. Balboa's 

conflict appears solved when the boat of his real grandson sinks, but he still 

wants to make his wife happy. He asks Mauricio, the director of the 

institution, to play tlle part of his grandson and Isabel of his new daughter

in-law. They are schedUled to stay seven days, and all discrepancies 

between the fake letters and the two actors in real life seem to work to their 
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advantage. Isabel feels genuine affection for Mauricio and her new 

•grandparents,• While Mauricio begins to see something very special in her. 

On the sixth day, however, the real grandson unexpectedly arrives. He had 

traveled on a different boat because of his infamous reputation and 

threatens to tell his gran<1mother everything unless he iS given a large sum 

of money which his grandfather cannot afford without selling the house. 

Both Mauricio and Isabel try to dissuade him, but they are unsu<:<:essful. The 

evil Mauricio enters his grandmother's room and tells her the truth, but 

instea<1 or being <1evastate<1 as the gran<1tather expected, she scolds him 

firmly. He leaves without the money he needs to save himself, and Eugenia 

tells her make-believe •grandchildren• that the man said he came to speak 

to her of something important, but not being able, he left as he came. Thus 

Eugenia preserves their illusions; they leave the next morning, and Isabel 

promises to continue writing. 

Marta (who later becomes Isabel) contemplates suicide because of her 

feelings of inadequacy and the fact that she is yearning for someone to love 

and to love her. Her situation iS very reminiscent of Alicia from Prohibido 

suicidar~ tn la primavtra and not terribly different from Adela in La dama 

del alba. These young women lacked friends and family and had lost their 

jobs, which made them feel worthless. Neither Marta nor Alicia wished to 

continue their lonely lives. They both begin their reasons tor wanting to die 
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With the phrase •tNo podia mas r To justify her suiddal thoughts~ Marta

Isabel laments: 

Estaba desesperada ... ,lno podfa mas! Nunca tuve una casa, ni un 
hermano, ni siquiera un amigo. Y sin embargo esperaba ... , 
esperaba en aquel cuartucho de hotel, sucio y frio. Ya ni siquiera 
pedfa que me quisieran; me hubiera bastado alguien a quien 
querer yo. Ayer, cuando perdf mi trabajo, me senti de pronto tan 
fracasada, tan inuW. Queria pensar en algo y no podfa; s6lo una 
idea estllpida me bailaba en la cabeza: •no vas a poder dormir ... , 
no vas a poder dormir .• Fue entonces cuando se me ocurri6 
comprar el verona!. ( 129) 

Her method of suicide would be to sleep and never wake up: "i.Por 

que una noche sola? . . . l.Por que no dormirlas todas de una vez?"' ( 130). 

This was also the type or death that met the child, Alida, from Prohibtdo 

suictdarse en primavera at the hands of her father whom the nurse, Alida, 

seemed to replace. 

In her state of desperation, Isabel walks through the rain and arrives 

home soaking wet. She claims not to have even noticed the torrents until 

she drips into her room. She does not end her life as she had planned. 

Roses, the symbol of love, are dropped into the room With a card attached 

reading "'Manana• ( 130). 

The next day she was summoned to the institution by Mauricio's note, 

although the author was unknown to her. He tells her she could be very 

valuable to the institution which gives her a sense of worth. Their role 

together in the scheme that Balboa devises gives her someone to love and 
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someone to love her. She is made complete by her association with Mauricio. 

Her qualities of innocence, sensitivity, and appreciation for nature contrast 

1Nith and balance Mauricio's business-like approach to explain and solve all 

problems. 

Mauricio has become the perfect actor, but is incapable or putting real 

feelings behind his actions, while Marta-Isabel does not act so much as 

display the true feelings she does have, making Isabel a believable character 

to Eugenia, the grandmother. In response to Mauricio's complement of the 

trick she played Which was to avoid revealing that she coUld not play the 

piano, she makes everyone think she scratched her hand on a crystal 

fragment. Later, she informs him that it was trUly an accident. -una 

menttra hay que inventarta; en cambio 1a verdad es tan facu· ( 164). 

Because she felt worthless and unloved, Marta-Isabel had planned to 

swallow barbiturates in order to die, but contact with her awakens the 

realization in Mauricio that in his present state, he is not really living. He too 

needs someone to care for him and to love that person in return. The new 

Isabel sho~ him that one must truly live passionately, not just act 

Another alleged contemplation of suicide comes at the end of the play 

when the real grandson arrives and tells the grandmother that because of all 

his debts he will have to kill himself. He asks for money to save himself, but 

she tells him he needs the dignity to die. Also relevant to his mention of 

death as the solution to his problems is the fact that his intended boat, the 
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saturnta, sank Without his presence. This suggests a premonition or warning 

of What was intended for him. 

Regarding religion, the play begins \Alith a protesting pastor, ~chiS 

very significant in that Casona includes many religious allusions but not 

many characters in the role of clergyman. The proteSting pastor first 

appears to be irreligious. He has learned nine languages and believes that 

hiS studies have gone to waste, since he has been asSigned to counsel 

unmarried old women which he considers an interior job. 

casona employs a play on words to describe the catholic priest. He is 

referred to as the "Pastor protestante,• ( 113) not because he is Protestant, 

but because he protests his position. He also says • ... el protestantismo es un 

dialecto del catolicismo• ( 114). He seems cold superficially, but what he is 

really protesting are rules of the institution, his right to question, and the 

dehumanization of being called P -48 instead of Juan. He says "Mi nombre 

verdadero es Juan. Poca cosa, Lverdad? IPero humano, senor, humanol 

Millares de Juanes han escrito libros y han plantado arboles"' ( 117). This 

sho\\18 that he wants to be an individual, free from rules and free to explore 

his identity and discover new possibilities. Being a priest, this is quite 

conflicting for him since religion can be a constricting study with 

unanswerable queStions that the devout should not provoke. He wants to be 

Juan, and not a number; he is concerned about the relationship between man 



and nature and expressed immortality in terms of leaving a part of himself 

behind for others to remember. 

He continues his speech, affirming that, "Millones de mujeres han 

dicho alguna vez en cualquier rinc6n del mundo 'te quiero, Juan'. En ca.mbio, 

tquten ha querido nunca a1 'F -48'7' ( 117). The catholic priest seems clearly 

to be thinking of ~rldly love in which someone of his position is forbidden 

to take part. 

Lastly, in defending his name, he states •Juan sabe a1 pueblo y a 

eternidad: es el hierro, la madera de roble, el pan de trlgo. 'F-48' es el 

nylon• ( 117). Juan is real; it will assure his individuality and immortality, 

his heart and soul, but F -48 is a synthetic shell. He ultimately leaves as a 

Norwegian fisherman abandoning a sophisticated life, as did Ricardo Jordan 

and shoWing his beliefs that a simple life will bring more spiritual wisdom 

than that of an educated clergyman. This decision demonstrates casona's 

conviction that spirituality is found in nature, a notion that is 

characteristically present in many of his plays. In the priesrs quote, his 

name is symbolically linked with natural objects that also have spiritual 
-
significance: the wood of the oak tree and bread made from wheat. The 

transformation from F -48 to Juan demonstrates the change from a cold, 

sterile automaton to a much happier fisherman who must survive by using 

natural means. Because the character goes from a state of dissatisfaction to 
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one of contentment implies that casona considers returning to nature and 

simplicity as a more pure and satisfying lifestyle. 

The scenery in Los arboles mueren de pte is not a major thematic 

focus of the play. It does not contain the numerous references to what 

appears to be Asturian landscapes, abundant in certain other representative 

dramas. The nature scenes which are mentioned do reflect casona's usual 

objects of inspiration. Rivers and trees are mentioned several times tn close 

reference to activities such as bathing, being near celebrations, in 

conjunction ~th holidays, or for purposes of strolling by. Mauricio's 

dialogue illustrates an idealization of nature: 

LLa excursi6n a los grandes lagos? IAlgo de cuentol I Imaginate un 
trineo tirado por catorce perros con cascabeles; ahf los rebanos de 
ctervos; alla, los t>osques de abetos como una navtdad Sin fin ... y 
a1 fondo el mar dulce de los Cinco lagos, con las montaftas altisimas 
metiendo 1a cresta de nteve en el ctelo! ( 156) 

Even though casona's Asturian vieYoNS are not expressed directly, they 

are represented indirectly by the characters Marta-Isabel and Eugenia as 

they incarnate his Vision of the typical heroine. They first appear as fragile 

-women ctose to death. Marta planned to kill herself and Eugenia was very 

w, further representation, of the helpless woman wn.o is able to overcome 

lite's adversities as presented in the play. Marta overcomes her suicidal 

thoughts and becomes Isabel. Because of love, she is able to provide 

strength for Mauricio, whom she has inspired to change his life for the 

better. Eugenia has faced the unpleasant truth of her real grandson and has 
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been able to accept the love of the make-believe grandchildren that she has 

been offered. 

Reality and fantasy mix together beginning With Balboa's story to 

Mauricio. For Eugenia, the grandmother, her grandson has become a blend 

of the real grandson that left, plus Balboa's version of tlle imaginary 

grandson that he had been describing to her tllrough the letters. The 

conflict of the play revolves around the confrontation between tlle imaginary 

grandson and the reality of the cable that will presumably shatter her 

illUSions. Balboa expresses this: ~ que, de repente, la vida se metia en 1a 

farsa ... Y el cable era verdadero"" ( 139). 

Mauricio's quote '1iasta manana ... Marta-Isabel"" 164) symbolizes the 

transformation of Marta into the role she is acting. The fantasy in this play 

is heightened by the metatheater: Mauricio and Isabel are playing roles 

within roles. Balboa has also been acting the part of a proud grandfather to 

convince his \~rife of the grandson's change of heart for twenty years. 

At the end, the grandmother reveals that she is mentally strong, 

unexpectedly able to face reality. She does not need the illusion of fantasy 

that her husband has created to protect her. Inst.ad, she turns the illusion 

to the benefit of its creators and thereby gains two new grandchildren. 

Moon says in "Death as a Theme in Casona• that •she has overcome her need 

tor illusion· (53). The grandmother, Who has begUn the play as the weakest 

character spared from reality, finishes as the strongest, and the only one 
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tUlly aware or the truth. When 5alboa inqUires Where she Will find the 

strength to fulfill her desire to return something to Isabel and Mauricio Who 

have given her the best days or her life, Eugenia replies ·Que no me vean 

cafda. Muerta por dentro, pero de pie. Como un art>o1• ( 186). Chole from 

Prohibido suici<Sarse en primayera and Telva from La <Sama del alba both 

used similar expressions to communicate the same feelings of determination. 

Eugenia, the grandmother, triumphs in placing Mauricio and Isabel under the 

spell of her own theater indefinitely to the point of their living out their own 

theatrical roles, in real life When they had tried to deceive her initially. Both 

types of deception on the part of Mauricio, Isabel, the grandfather and the 

grandmother, are benevolent. Both are done to spare pain, and give the 

deceived one What that person has longed for. Mauricio and Isabel need 

each other desperately. 

Mauricio incorporates tree symbolism in expressing his attitude of 

wanting to elevate the spirit of mankind toward the ideal. Isabel aspires to 

root herself firmly in the ideal life. The jacaranda can be seen overall in the 

grandmother, in her obstinate Will to remain strong and maintain herself 

erect. She accepts the shameful truth Which presents itself in front of her 

eyes: her real grandson is a criminal, but for altruistic reasons, she hides that 

she has uncovered the deception. 

The branch of the jacaranda actually penetrates the Window. It brings 

back memories to the grandmother of her grandson playing on it as a child. 
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Isabel tells Mauricio tllat if all tlle trees in tlle world disappeared except for 

one, she ~uld like tllat it be that jacaranda. In the same 'WaY casona uses 

the tree to reveal something or Mauricio's nature: '1dira, esa jacaranda del 

jardfn: hoy vale porque da nor y sombra, pero manana, euando se muera 

eomo mueren los arboles, en Silendo y de pie, nadie volveri. a aeordarse de 

el. En cambio si lo hubiera pintado un gran artista, viviria eternamente• 

( 163). Mauricio believes that art is worth more than life because of its 

longevity. He doesn't realize that he has described the tree's life as one 

might a person's. He is miSSing tlle fact that life iS so much more precious in 

its interactions with other life even over a short period of time than a piece 

of artwork could be forever. 

casona writes, referring to Los arboles mueren de pie: 

Escrita y estrenada en la Argentina, la comedia lleva asomada a una 
de sus ventanas su rama verde de jacaranda, el arbol que siembra 
de azules y lilas los jardines porteftos. Fuera de eso, sus personajes 
pueden vtvir, cantar y sutrir en cualquter rtnc6n del mundo sin 
geograt£a determinada. (Ttatro 10 3) 

The tree retains its symbolic values for casona even when he is far 

a'Way from his native environment and even when the trees are not Asturian 

but tropical. casona, in this case is the tree. He can be transplanted 

anywhere, but he will Still long for his native soils. This is one reason for his 

being known as the •asturiano universal."' Bernal Labrada comes to the 

conclusion that the whole work revolves around the symbolism of the tree 

(49). The tree denies its own death and stays upright appearing to be alive. 
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The usual water symbolism, although not in center focus in this play 

as in others, still communiQtes much the same messages. The boat in "Which 

the grandson was registered sank, Signifying a type of "baptism· that should 

have taken place, a death that was postponed. He needed to die for the sake 

of others or be cleansed for his own sake. Eugenia, his grandmother, adVises 

him to have the dignity to die. 

Also, the magical rain that fell upon Marta-Isabel during her suicidal 

night kept her from barbiturate-induced sleep. Cirlot concurs that •every 

fall of rain is tantamount to purification and regeneration, which in turn 

imply the basic idea of punishment and completion• (75). It •ts related to 

the general symbolism of Ute. In many mythologies, rain is regarded as a 

symbol of the 'spiritual influences" of heaven descending upon earth• (259). 

Obviously, then, Marta-Isabel was purified and regenerated by the rain. Her 

walk in the rain when she confessed to herself that she felt unworthy, 

completed her punishment. She arrived at her door una1,W.re of \'/hat she 

had been going through both literally and figuratively. It was then that she 

noticed that she was soaking wet, and returned to reauty as puniShment was 

already completed. She did not take the pills, and she was given a reason to 

want to awaken the next day. 

The use of water and tree symbolism sho\\o'S the importance of the 

motifs to casona. He mixes the symbolS, such as water and trees along with 

fantastical images to create a mood where fantasy and reality coexist. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Sim GRITOS EN EL MAR 

Siete iritos en el mar takes place on a transatlantic liner~ in the 

middle of an ocean both symbolic and real. The captain summons together 

all the passengers in first class on Christmas night~ informing them that war 

has broken out~ and that he has receive<! orders to bring the ship to the 

enemy submarines as a decoy. The captain persuades them to clear their 

consciences before dying. With the help of the journalist~ santillanal the 

passengers begin to confess their sins. Zabala drove his first wife to kill 

herself so he could marry Mercedes I now having an affair With Harrison~ a 

cold businessman. Nina~ who had been a prostitute~ now claims to be the 

Wife of Bar6n Pertusl a cruel authoritarian who holds a grudge against 

women. Follo~ng her confessions~ Baron Pertus realizes that Nina has 

stayed ~th him all these years because of her sincere love for him~ and he 

marries her on the ship. Julia~ blamed for the death of her younger brother 

by her parents and treated ~th hatred by bothl intends to kill herself. 

Harrison has no morals~ yet he finds no remorse in his actions. The professor 

has become a hardened cynic to forget about a relationship with a young 

student whom he did not allow to blossom. He left her incapable of feeling 

love again. As the end draws near I there is a huge explosion. Santillana 

awakes to find it was all a dreaml but realizes that everything he dreamed 
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'Has a premonition. Evidence suggests that it has all come to pass. He saves 

Julia from herself, tells her he loves her, and convinces her that she is 

innocent or her brothers death. 

JUlia Miranda's planned suicide was to be attempted with drops of 

laudanum, a liqUid form or poison perhaps suggesting yet another type or 

cleansing suicide related to casona's several contemplated drownings. When 

Julia is locked out of her room and cannot have access to the poison, she 

cries, •l.Piensa que va a impedfrmelo con eso? iEs iniltil! iMe tirare al mar . 

. . , me mordere las venas .. . r (97). When her preferred method or sUicide is 

taken from her she chooses others also involving liquid of some sort: 

drowning (a common casonian manner of self -elimination) or by letting her 

blood, the liquid of life, escape from her veins. This draws a parallel to 

Prohibido suicidarse en primavera which has Seneca pictured in •el Hogar 

del Suicida.• Seneca is the famous Roman philosopher whom Spain claims as 

its own. When he 'HaS forced to commit suicide after being implicated in a 

plot against Nero, he opened his veins and bled to death. 

santJllana is a'N'afe from the parallels of events in his dream to actual 

<>«urreneee witn~ while in an awakened state that Julia has written a 

suidde note and intends to polson herself. He demands the note and makes 

her burn it in fire in the fir tree on board the ship to symbolize that the idea 

is destroyed and to oblige her to race her rear or nre. He makes her repeat 
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tlle words, ~e quiere y soy tnocente ... Me quiere y soy inocente ... I Soy 

inocente ... iiSoy inocente!r ( 137). 

Siete gritos en el mar occurs at Christmas, tlle celebration of tlle birtll 

of Christ. It may be significant tllat Christmas is observed on the date of 

ancient pagan mid-winter celebrations and is also related to sun worship (a 

feast of joyous thanksgiving that tlle sun god was returning after months of 

groWing ever more distant). This (and St. John's Eve celebrations) are part of 

tlle nature cycle (round of seasons) and all together form reiterated motif. A 

baby is born on the ship on Christmas night to one of the passengers in third 

class. Third-class passengers would seem to represent the poor paralleling 

the family from Which the Christ child was born. The baby thus represents 

Jesus and the opportunity for a renewal of life as was mentioned by 

Santillana When he says, •pero entre las ruinas nada un nitio, como una 

promesa de vida nueva• ( 132). 

It the child born on the ship had been a girl, the name chosen for her 

would have been Estela (as the female protagonist in La barca sin pescador), 

and as it ~sa boy, it was named Na16n, tlle name of tlle ship. Both names 

refer to stars by which to guide the boat, just as the three wise men had tlle 

star ot Bethlehem. Estela means star, and Na16n is associated to a star via 

the character Na16n in La dama del alba to whom Death promised two stars 

in the heavens for taking his eyesight With a kiss. 
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Nal6n, the name Which is chosen for the ship and the neWborn baby, 

repeats the regional nomenclature of the Asturian river Which bears the 

same name. Since Nal6n is also employed as the name of the blind man to 

whom the title character refers in La dama del alba. it possibly demonstrates 

a personal preference of the author. 

The fact that the entire drama takes place on a ship can be 

interpreted on a religious level. In Christian scriptures, the most famous 

ship could arguably be considered the ark of Noah which prefigures the 

church. The ark carried those few chosen to start a new life. The passengers 

on the Na16n are also led to a new life, which the birth of the infant 

dramatizes. Cirlot states: 

The notion that it is essential first to learn to sail the sea of the 
passions in order to reach the Mountain of Salvation is the same as 
the idea mentioned earlier in connexion with the perils of exploring 
the oceans. For this reason Guenon suggests that •the attainment of 
the Great Peace is depicted in the form of sailing the seas"; hence, 
in Christian symbolism, the ship represents the Church. (Cirlot 
281) 

The protagonists in the play find a state of peace during their long 

cruise. Nina and Pertus are married by the captain while on board the ship. 

The marriage ceremony further links the ship to the image of the church as 

the captain has the power to marry, just as does a pastor or priest of a 

church. 
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On a spiritual level, the ship can be seen as a vehicle or transcendence 

or passage into another world. Cirlot adds that another meaning of a sailing 

ship can be interpreted as a ·Ship-or -Death"' or ·Ship or Transcendence"' 

(2 82 ). The spiritual implication of such a ship is the state of limbo between 

the point of departure from one world to the point of entry into the new 

world. 

The name Siete ifitos en el mar itself makes religious allusions. The 

number seven combining the magic numbers three and four, is symbolic of 

perfect order, a complete period or cycle. Cirlot notes that: 

Three symbolizes spiritual synthesis, and is the formula for the 
creation of each of the worlds. It is the number concerned with 
basic principles, and expresses sufficiency or the growth of unity 
within itself. Finally, it is associated with the concepts of heaven 
and the Trinity. Four: Symbolic of the earth, of terrestrial space, 
and the human situation, of the external, natural limits of the 
•minimum• awareness of totality, and, finally, of rational 
organization. It is equated with the cross representing the four 
seasons.(2 2 2) 

The number seven unites the ternary (three) and the quaternary 

(four), therefore possessing exceptional value (223). It also refers to the 

seven capital sins and their opposing virtues. 

According to Cirlot, the waters of the oceans can be likened to the 

unconscious. They can also allude to the dull roar of the outside world 

(2 a 1 ). The sea is known as ·the transitional and mediating agent between 

the non-formal (air and gases) and the formal (earth and solids) and, by 
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analogy, between life and deatll• (268). The waters of the sea are poetically 

equated witll tlle source of life and life's goal. Returning to the sea means 

dying yet it is also synonymous With life's primeval origins. Therefore, the 

title forecasts tllat seven suffering souls will cry out their torments in a 

floating state between life and death. All of their sins are confessed and 

tlley figuratively and/or literally cry out for redemption. In a typical 

casonian gesture, tlley are given a second chance and a clean slate. Again, 

deatll is •cheated• or postponed and some characters begin anew. 

In regard to casona's including his beliefs in his works, santillana is 

used as the mouthpiece of casona. His personage plays the role of a 

journalist from Spain. He prizes women and delights in flattering them. He 

is there to witness and to write a story about the passengers. Santillana 

prevents the suicide of Julia by telling her that he loves her and persuading 

her that she is not guilty of her brother's death. 

As already noted, through Santillana, casona reveals his religious 

belief or acceptance of the notion of deatllbed confession, i.e., that those who 

cry out their guilt in their last moments w111 be saved. This is exemplified 

by many characters in this drama: Pertus, Nina, Zabala, Mercedes, Julia, and 

the professor, who all confess tlleir sins tlle night tlley expected to die, even 

tllough it was possibly only a dream of Santillana, and their salvation 

somehow carries over into his waking, coherent state. Santillana's statement: 

•Rs que hoy he aprendido dos cosas importantes; que cada noche es una 
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pequena muerte ... y que en el Ultimo momento todos los que hayan llorado 

su culpa seran salvadog-( 135) reiterates a basic Christian belief that to ask 

for forgiveness from God Will bring salvation. 

casona illustrates What seems to be his natural spiritualism through 

the use of the seasons. The play opens ~th a description of a tree decorated 

for the Christmas festivities, visually representing the end of fall and the 

beginning of Winter Which symbolically suggests the transition between 

decay and death. The characters demonstrate that they are in an autumnal 

state psychologically ~th the fact that their confessions renew them and 

allow tllem to begin again. 

Santlllana, a character Who represents many of casona's ideas, 

visualizes tllree stages of sin: the first, tllose who rob to eat or sin from 

desperation or need; the second, those Who do not commit the sin 

themselves, but permit it for their convenience; the third and worst, those 

who sin for the cruel pleasure of it. Santillana presumably voices Casona's 

personal commentary about degrees of sin which is not expressly stated in 

tlle Christian doctrine. 

In Siete aritos en el mar. the women characters are the first of the 

seven guilty parties to confess their sins even though their male 

counterparts try to dissuade tllem. Again, this demonstrates casona's 

generally favorable portrayal of women in his works. Throughout his most 

characteristic writings, the female characters may be strong and persevering, 



or cast as helpless or fragile women who are basically good. Their 

benevolent qualities surface and they become strong in times of hardship 

and adverSity. Merce<Ses confesses her extramarital affair With Harrison and 

encourages her husband, Zabala, to admit his own sins. Nina, a former 

prostitute, openly states her love for Pertus and convinces him to open hiS 

eyes to his misogynistic attitude. He responds by marrying her and seeing 

her as an equal. The main female character and the most fragile, Julia, joins 

the crew of the Na16n with the intent to carry out her own self -imposed 

punishment: death by poison. At the finish, she has overcome her guilt and 

fear and has found love with Santillana. 

In this play virtually the entire story occurs within the dream of 

Santillana, the journalist. Dreams constitute fantasy quite often in casona's 

works. The fact that the entire play occurs on water emphasiZes the 

unconscious and the power of the dream state. The audience is not aware of 

the fact that everything has been a dream until the end of the last act. 

Therefore the audience is trapped into the same fantasy as are the 

characters of the play. There are many references made during the span of 

the dream to dreams within the dream. Here again casona alludes to classic 

Spanish literature, this time it is an intertextual reference to Calderon's La. 

vida es sueiio ("y los sueiios, sueiios son..,). The professor claims to have 

dreamed to be another Magellan or Balboa. Nina spoke of childhood dreams 

\llith sirens and pirates. She also exclaims: "Pero todo esto es una pesadilla 
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Sin sentldo· (89). References are made to the dream state before the 

audience is made a\\1'afe that everything is taking place in santillana's dream. 

When Santtllana a~es, he hears the same conversation between the 

steward and the captain as when he drifted to sleep. He realizes he has been 

dreaming, but the visions and the occurrences of his fantasy state prove to 

be reality. His dream contained repeated history~ a type of deja vu, 

combining the residue of a factual event from the past With insight into 

seven characters. The past event involved the old captain of the Na16n who 

died from a submarine attack in 1914. The dream replaces the crew 

members of that tragedy with those now aboard and bares their innermost 

secrets of the real world, intero,;ning fantasy and reality. 

Some facts revealed in the dream state are: Nina's past as a prostitute, 

Pertu~s cruel treatment of her, their reconciliation and wedding symbolized 

by the white rose; Zabala's alcoholism, the birth of the child, and most 

importantly Julia's desire to attempt suicide. Santillana confesses to the 

captain that he has seen his companions in his dream, but all appear 

different from the way they are in reality and the captain replies that in the 

voyage he has only had time to know them from their appearances, but that 

perhaps in the dream Santillana has seen them as they truly are inside 

( 132 ). Many details contained in the dream about the voyage were not 

shown to have actually occurred. The story ends shortly after santillana's 

awakentn& but one can assume their validity based on the facts proved. The 



events of the putative dream seem more real then the so called reality of the 

passengers. However~ one is left wondering whether or not Santillana is still 

<Sreamin~ What is illusion an<1 What is truth? Fantasy an<1 reality have been 

mixed which is another of casona~s frequently reiterated themes. The 

aCtions of the characters <Suring Santillana's dream coU1<1 be viewed as fact or 

fiction. Santillana seems to know that they are all characters in a play, 

which adds to the overlapping of fantasy \'11th reality planes. 

SanWlana refers to an Oriental short story that tells of death 

personified as a beautiful woman Who was presente<S to eight important 

people at a banquet. This story within the story parallels the dream within 

the <1ream. The eight important people in the short story represent the eight 

passengers in first-class who subsequently face death just as the characters 

in the Oriental story. SomeWhat as in La dama del alba. some characters 

exist in a fantastic plane~ others in a real plane~ and some exist in both. 

There is not such an abundance ot tree symbolism in this play since 

the whole drama occurs on an oceanliner. However, the steward brings a 

Christmas tree aboard, a fir, an evergreen, whose green in midWinter 

symbolizes regeneration, a promise of new life. He tells a story of his 

childhood \'11th his eight brothers and sisters. They climbed a tree With one 

child on each branch and came down one by one as if their parents were 

gathering frUit (another instance of casona's parallels between mankind and 

nature). Each child is a fruit from the parental tree. The same fir is used to 
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aid Julia in burning her suicide note. Both of these references to the tree 

refer to the mythical tree of life. 

Water surrounds the characters throughout the entire play as the 

whole drama takes place on an oceanliner making a transatlantic crossing. 

Water relates to the religious symbolism in the play by way of its baptismal 

significance, and can be viewed as the cleansing force for the characters. 

Water is also connected to JUlia's planned suicide as a secondary means or 

dying if her laudanum is taken from her. Water also exists as an element of 

fantasy when its meaning is considered figuratively as transitional between 

life and death. This would suggest that the characters exist in a fantastical 

time that does not exist in reality, like the fantastical time or dreams, Which 

is further intensified by the device of the dream within the dream. 

The most obvious element Which ties this play to the others is the use 

of fantasy versus reality. This is a crucial element as most of the play takes 

place within a dream. The dream provides Casona with an opportunity to 

study the dictlotomy of reality and fantasy. 

This play lacks the characteristic Asturian qualities but does employ 

some references to Asturias sucll as the name Nalon. The tree 'Which carries 

its own meaning as a motif also connects the ship back to land and in so 

doing may serve as a bridge to Asturias as Casona uses the trees of Asturias 

extensively in his other plays. 
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The drama also contains numerous references to other characteristic 

elements such as sUicide and water. The play, taking place on a ship, is 

surround by water and this metaphorically relates back to the relationship 

between Ufe and death, fantasy and reality. 
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CHAPTER VI I I 

CONCLUSION 

Alejandro casona is a well-studied author Who has been interpreted 

by many scholars of Spanish literature. Gurza, Bernal Labrada and Rodriguez 

Richart have published articles about his perpetual use of fantasy versus 

reality. Leighton and Moon have both commented on the religious allusions 

in his works, and Leighton has also written on death in casona's works on 

several occasions. 

J. Rodriguez Richart classifies Casona's works in three categories: the 

most characteristic works of casona, those less representative and those 

unpublished. Among those considered the most characteristic, six Which 

include the theme of suicide have been investigated in this thesis: La sirena 

vara<1a. Prohibido suictdarse en primavera. La dama del alba. La barca sin 

~dor. Los arboles mueren de pie and Siete gritos en el mar. They 

illustrate their highly representative nature via their spiritual message, 

depicting casona's personal internal and external world, and fantasy versus 

reality. Also the motifs of trees and water have been mentioned by 

Leighton, Bernal Labrada, castellano, and others as being frequently present 

in casona's works, but the two motifs have only been expanded into a few 

articles. The purpose of this thesis has been to examine the element of 

suicide as another of Casona's preferred devices. Suicide in general is 
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considered a somber topic, but in the works of casona it is used as a 

beneficial device for his characters. The thesis also analyzes the 

contemplation of death or sUiCide as the impetus Which 1ea<1s to the most 

fulfilling outcome in the new life of the character. 

Love, another key to a happy existence, provides a reason to live for 

several of casona's characters after they have changed their lives though 

different types of baptismal-like processes. Attempted sUiCide or the 

contemplation thereof constitutes the stimulus for them to undergo this 

process. The majority of the personages in the six plays discussed throw 

themselves into a lake or river hoping to dro~. Marta-Isabel of Los arboles 

mueren de pie and JUlia of Siete iritos en el mar plan their deaths V'olith toxic 

chemical substances. Water, Which symbolically subsumes all liquids, is an 

archetypal symbol Which casona uses as a baptismal agent. All of the 

suicidal characters are saved both physically and spiritually, and they 

become more alive then ever before. Ricardo, of La barca sin pescador. is an 

exception because he kills himself psychologically and is never in any 

phySical danger. However, the remainder of the events involving his 

transformation are analogous. 

Although suicide is theologically a grave sin, none of the characters 

are punished for contemplating or attempting it as they would be under the 

pen of a traditional moralist author. They are rewarded With love Which 

seems to be considered the greatest spiritual gift. Love causes the characters 



to become more aware of life and nature. The fisherman trees and 
I 

mountains are Widely used symbols that express the purity, strength and 

salvation or nature. In all six plays the phases of the characters' lives and 

emotional states correspond and fluctuate with the seasons of the year. The 

sUiCidal characters begin in a psychological state near death, symbolized by 

an approaching winter. They are reborn in spring and find love which 

brings purpose to their lives. 

casona fills these six works with reflections or echoes of his childhood, 

his surroundings, his personal beliefs and his fascination With death Which, 

in the case of these plays, is associated with suicide. His love for Asturias, its 

people, traditions and countryside are present in each of his most 

characteristic works to some degree. He not only describes his appreciation 

tor the scenery ot his native land, but also expresses his philosophy through 

the use of characters who serve as his mouthpieces. 

casona allocates an esteemed position to most of the female characters 

in his works. Women are shown as characters Who, when presented with a 

difficult dilemma, are able to rise above the problem and give strength to 

their male counterparts. According to Leighton, casona's female personages 

•are mostly Eves who become Mary~ eCharacteronomy" 345). This 

description refers to the fact that many of these women begin the play as 

sinners, often mnting to commit suicide, yet end the drama having been 

spiritually cleansed and reborn without sin. These women, having 



conquered their 0\\'11 problems, fulfill the void in the lives of their male 

companions and they finish the play in love. In au of these six characteristic 

plays, tlle ending is optimistic. 

The Asturian atmosphere is present in all but one of the six plays and 

is especially emphasized in La dama del alba with its several references to 

regional customs and sights such as •ta noche de San Juan• in addition to 

explictt descriptions or tlle scenery in Northernmost Spain. Only La ba[ca sin 

pescador lacks such a lush backdrop, but it depicts a similar geography and 

expresses Casona's personal world by its use of the small townspeople to 

cleanse the life of a corrupted city dweller. La sirena varada. Prohibido 

suicidarse en primavera and Los Arboles mueren de pie contain the large 

building or •casona• reminiscent of the author's Asturian home wherein 

takes place the majority of the action. 

Many characters seem to speak in part on behalf of casona. Don Florin 

of La sirena varada asserts the belief that reality must be faced and 

Santillana of Siet,e iritos en el mar, an author, encourages everyone to 

confess their sins and demonstrates the belief that those who cry out their 

sins ~fore death will ~ saved. In general, casona's seemingly helpless 

female protagonists experience a positive metamorphosis in their character, 

expressing faith that "+llmen are capable of rising above their circumstances 

and becoming strong individuals able to help others. 
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The conflict between fantasy and reality is another representative 

element in the works of casona. The plays tend to show that, ultimatelyJ one 

must race reality and overcome its har<lships in order to be fUlfilled and 

happy. However, in many of his representative works, characters use the 

fantasy world to escape harsh reality. Therefore, Ricardo of La Sirena varada 

creates a fantasy society and Sirena has delusions of being a mermaid. Many 

characters of Prohibido suict<larse en prtmavera live in a sutctdal fantasy. 

casona uses death as a type of fantasy in the character of death in La dama 

del alba. The contemplation or sutctde allows the characters to bridge the 

gap between reality and fantasy. They remain in this transitional place until 

they are strong enough to come baCk to the real world. While in this 

fantastical haven, the characters overcome certain weaknesses or become 

stronger as a result of love. Eugenia, the grandmother in Los arboles mueren 

de pie. is able to face the truth "'de pie• because of the love she receives from 

two actors who have assumed the roles of her grandchildren. Once 

rejuvenated, the characters can face reality and can leave the fantasy 

behind. 

Casona commonly uses tr~ and water as symbols to reinforce the 

spiritual importance ot nature ln his plays and also strengthen the human 

drama of each work by playing upon the archetypal significance ttlat ttley 

possess. Botll trees and water have been equated \~11th life archetypically 

and by casona's characters. Trees illustrate a mytllical will to live by 
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denying death and remaining erect even after the onset of death. Water 

demonstrates life by being maternal (life-giving) and also by being a 

bapttsmal agent that gtves rebirth. Respectively, the two have also been 

symbols for death as the tree of knowtedge brings death to innocence and 

returning to the sea is the same as dying. In La strena varada, the two 

symbols work together. Maria, after being reborn in the water physically, 

and mentally reborn from her mermaid state, longs to live far a"++ay from the 

water and near the trees. The two symbols are used in conjunction with 

Asturian legends and customs in La dama del alba to give them magical 

qualities and the ability to exist forever. 

The ~rds "de pte• are used throughout the plays comparing 

individuals who become the strong survivors to trees such as Telva of La 

dama de alba who states "Los llore de pie trabajando: Trees mimicking 

human movements and personified as requiring compassion represent 

characters from the dramas and also mankind in general as did the 

jacaranda in Los arbolts mueren de pie. 

water is connected not only 'With baptism, but also 'With fantasy as it 

can be interpreted as a place that is the transitional state between life and 

death. In all of the six plays, water serves as the force that transports the 

characters, symbolically or literally, from an unfulfilled existence to a 

triumphant one by means of a dream phase. Marta begins to debate life and 

death in a rainstorm in Los Arboles mueren de pie. In Siete gritos en el mar 
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the dream of Santillana foreshado-ws the confessions and transformation of 

Julia and the rest of the crew while they float towards their final destination. 

The elements of spirituality, the beliefs and experiences of the author, 

the motifs of fantasy and reality and the representations of trees and water 

coordinate With the theme of sUicide to structure these siX plays as examples 

where characters are forgiven and find love, life's greatest fulfillment 
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